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Introduction

The origins of this book

Many international organizations and individual science educators from different parts of the world have contributed in one way or another to the production of this book. It might be said to have begun in the establishment by the Committee on the Teaching of Science of the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU-CTS) of a Sub-committee on Elementary Science (SES) in the early 1980s. Jos Elstgeest and Wynne Harlen were for many years the surviving and active members of this sub-committee, whose discussions as to how to improve primary/elementary school science education led to the conclusion that our very limited efforts were best directed at teacher educators,
since primary-school teacher-training programmes were generally lacking in providing effective preparation for teaching active and relevant science.

With the support of UNESCO the SES prepared *The Training of Primary Science Educators - A Workshop Approach*. A further activity was a brief International Workshop on Primary Science held immediately after the ICSU-sponsored Conference on Science and Technology Education held in Bangalore, India, in 1985, with support from UNESCO and the International Council of Associations for Science Education (ICASE) and the British Council. Then the Commonwealth Secretariat and UNESCO proposed to co-operate in taking the work further by launching a project whose aims were: in the short term, to bring together a small group of educators with expertise in primary-school science to plan a training workshop for teacher trainers and prepare draft materials; in the medium term, to bring together teacher trainers, mostly from Third World countries, for workshops using the approach exemplified in the materials; and in the long term, to collect together and develop further workshop materials for use in pre-service and in-service courses and make them available to teachers and to those providing courses for teachers.

The first of these aims was achieved through a small international seminar convened in Liverpool in December 1986. The second was achieved initially through an international seminar held in Barbados in 1987 and attended by twenty-six participants from seventeen countries. The seminar was organized by the Commonwealth Secretariat and UNESCO, supported by ICSU-CTS, ICASE and the British Council and co-directed by Professor Wynne Harlen, then of Liverpool University, and Dr Winston King, of the University of the West Indies. The aim of the seminar was that participants would subsequently run national and regional workshops along similar lines, using the ideas and materials generated and used in Barbados. The realization of this aim took the form of two workshops in the Caribbean (one in Uganda and one in Malaysia), a South-East Asia regional seminar held in Western Samoa in 1989 and an African regional workshop held in Nigeria in 1990.

The value of the workshop materials has been evident in supporting these activities and the purpose of this volume, which is the achievement of the long-term aim of the Commonwealth Secretariat/UNESCO project, is to extend this help more widely. The present book is therefore intended for use in teacher-education courses - pre-service or in-service; it is best used when the activities suggested can be carried out and discussed by students or teachers in groups. However, the needs of the individual teacher, without access to in-service courses, have been borne in mind and the book can also be used for independent study.

In preparing this volume to cover more ground than was possible in the project seminars and workshops, it has been necessary to produce a considerable amount of new material. Many of the participants at the Barbados seminar will recognize their contributions, particularly Kamala Peiris and Sheila Jelly, whose work is acknowledged with great gratitude. However, the bulk of Part One of the book has been written by Wynne Harlen and of Part Two by Jos Elstgeest; Wynne Harlen brought it together as overall editor.

**Intended use**
The material here is designed for use in workshops for teachers in either pre-service or in-service contexts. The word ‘workshop’ is used to convey a particular active approach to teacher education which the authors feel is essential. The idea of active learning involves both physical and mental activity. Participation in the creation of ideas (even if others have already arrived at them) is essential to learning with understanding at all levels. This way of learning promotes the important feature of ‘ownership’ of ideas and is relevant to all learners, not just to children.

A workshop is merely a shorthand way of indicating a learning experience in which the learner creates meaning or understanding through his or her own mental and physical activity. What is provided as a basis for this action can be objects or materials to investigate or use, or problems to solve, or evidence to examine and discuss. The outcome may be an artefact, a solution to a problem, a plan, the recognition of a new relationship between things, a critique or a set of criteria. Perhaps the most important product, however, is a greater understanding of how to achieve such outcomes.

For teachers to understand fully the meaning of active learning it is important for them to have experienced it for themselves and so this is one reason for advocating a large element of workshop activity in a teacher-education course. To help children learn in this way it is necessary to understand, not just at an intellectual level, but in terms of practice, what it means to carry out observation, to hypothesize, to make a prediction, to plan an investigation, and so on. This is a tall order for those who may never in their own education have had opportunity to create and test a hypothesis based on their own ideas.

Further, not only do teachers and intending teachers need to experience these things for themselves but to do so in a context where discussion can turn to analysing the role of process skills and concepts in their learning, to reflecting on the sorts of activities which encourage use of these skills and concepts, to considering the teacher’s role in these activities and to identifying the range of class organizations, strategies and resources which are required.

This way of learning does not have to be restricted to developing personal knowledge of science. It can and should be applied to all the learning experiences in a teacher-education course. It means starting from the ideas which are already present and working with the learner, making use of evidence (from previous experience and logical argument as well as direct observation, since we are dealing with adults) to change them. Working in this way has a double benefit in bringing about understanding relating to the nature of learning and at the same time being the most effective way for teachers to learn the skills and abilities required for effective science teaching.

The structure of this book

The two parts of this book are intended to be used together, not in sequence. The reason for separating them is to provide flexibility so that those designing courses can make whatever selection and mixture of methodological and practical elements which are appropriate for their particular purposes.

Part One deals with the methods of teaching related to active learning, which is explained in the first chapter, about learning in science. Through workshop activities ideas are introduced about how children gradually form a scientific understanding of their
environment, the role in this of process skills, the identification of these skills and the importance of children’s initial ideas as starting-points in learning.

Chapter 2 provides some directed activities in science and technology for teachers and students to try for themselves and then with children. These include ‘fair testing’ activities, simple technology and some hypothesis testing activities. Suggestions are given for how to organize activities for children.

Chapter 3 discusses the activities carried out in Chapter 2 in terms of what the ‘doer’ (teacher or child) did, pointing out the aspects which make the activity one of learning science. A check-list is presented for use in identifying the science in activities and deciding how these can be adapted to improve the opportunities for active learning.

Chapter 4 takes up the meaning of process skills through activities which are described as a ‘process circus’. The discussion leads to suggested ‘indicators’ for process skills and attitudes.

Chapter 5 starts from the importance of developing process skills and attitudes. The general nature of progression in process skills is described, followed by suggestions as to how teachers can help this in promoting development in each of the process skills.

Chapter 6 links back to Chapter 1 and the discussion of children’s existing ideas and the view of learning as change in these initial ideas. The development of children’s ideas is described in general terms, highlighting the nature of progress and general strategies for helping children to develop their ideas in the direction of this progress.

Chapter 7 is about language and reporting in science. The importance of discussion among children in the development of their ideas is a theme throughout the book, but here it is examined more closely. The relationship of language and thought is explored through transcripts of conversations between teacher and child. The problem of whether and when to introduce scientific vocabulary is addressed and ways of finding out the meaning children attach to the ‘scientific’ words they use are proposed. Ways of encouraging children to communicate their thinking and findings in writing are also discussed.

Chapter 8 is about children’s questions; the importance of asking all kinds of questions and discussion of those particularly useful in science. Workshop activities include categorizing questions and identification of the kinds of teachers’ questions which encourage children to investigate and use process skills.

Chapter 9 is about using the environment outside the classroom for science, starting with the idea of an observation trail and providing guidelines for how to develop one in any school grounds. Ideas for more sustained scientific study of the natural environment are introduced and can be related to the material in Chapter 15.

Chapter 10 is the first of two on the assessment of learning. It gives a brief introduction to the principles of assessment in different ways for different purposes. It makes a case for assessment as part of teaching in terms of the importance of matching. Various methods are introduced for assessing children’s ideas as part of normal classroom activities and for assessing skills and attitudes by observation. Attention is drawn to the importance of planning activities with assessment in mind.
Chapter 11 deals with formal assessment of scientific concepts and skills. Tests, examinations and other formal assessments need to be consistent with the objectives of active learning if it is to be genuinely practised. Examples are provided for critical study of written questions which assess understanding rather than recall and some process skills; ideas are given for developing such questions.

Chapter 12 gives further and more detailed attention to evaluating learning opportunities in science for all pupils. Check-lists are exemplified which teachers can use to evaluate the opportunities they are providing for active learning and the extent to which pupils are taking advantage of these opportunities. Particular attention is given to the provision of appropriate opportunities for pupils of both sexes, those of different ethnic backgrounds, and those with language and other learning difficulties.

Part Two of the book provides exemplary classroom activities which are intended to be used by teachers during courses as well as with children. Their use in teacher-education courses involves teachers or student teachers in doing some science activities, at their own level, but in the way in which it is hoped they will do science activities for their children. The experience of active learning is the only way for teachers or others really to understand what it means and, moreover, it invariably creates the excitement and enthusiasm for science which teachers require and which few have had the opportunity to experience in their own education.

Chapter 13 gives a general introduction to the use of the classroom activities, which are, of course, only intended to be examples, not a complete programme, on any of the topics. The concrete examples provide the best opportunity to discuss the pros and cons of worksheets and it is suggested that part of the engagement of teachers with the activities should be to produce and criticize worksheets of their own.

Chapters 14 to 17 each have the same pattern: a brief introduction followed by a number of pages which present activities in an open way which invites inquiry.

PART ONE

Developing understanding and skills for teaching primary-school science

Wynne Harlen

Chapter 1

About learning in science

Introduction

In this first chapter we discuss some of the central reasons for promoting active learning in science. It is most important for teachers to have a rationale which makes sense to them and explains to others why children should have certain learning experiences. This rationale relates to the nature of scientific activity, what it means to learn science and how learning is brought about. Views of these things have a profound influence on the activities teachers provide for children, how they organize and manage their classrooms, what role they adopt, the way they use equipment and materials, and the criteria they use in assessing and evaluating the success of the work.
To substantiate this claim, suppose, just for the sake of the argument, that a particular teacher’s view of learning is that it is a matter of rote memorization. This teacher will provide learning experiences which expose children to accurate facts and encourage them to memorize procedures and algorithms. To do a good job of this the teacher will probably provide the information in digestible packets, each to be mastered before the next is attempted. The class will be arranged to optimize exposure to information from the teacher, from the blackboard and from books and to minimize interference from non-authoritative sources, such as other children. The teacher’s role will be seen as to ensure attention, to present information clearly and to reward accurate recall; the pupil’s role is to attend, to memorize and to recall; materials may be used to illustrate applications of facts already learned or simply to add interest and prevent boredom. Assessment criteria will be defined in terms of recall of information.

If the teacher has a different view of learning, where the learner is active in creating understanding and using process skills to test and modify ideas (as discussed later in this chapter), then the classroom provision consistent with it will clearly be quite different from that described for rote learning. Now the experiences provided will enable pupils actively to seek evidence through their own senses, to test their ideas and to take account of others’ ideas through discussion and using sources of information; the organization will facilitate interaction of pupils with materials and pupils with pupils; the teacher’s role will be to help children to express and test their ideas, to reflect upon evidence and to question the way they carry out their investigations; the materials have a central role in providing evidence as well as arousing curiosity in the world around. The assessment criteria must include reference to process skill development and understanding of ideas, and not neglect the development of scientific attitudes.

Both of these teachers provide a learning environment which is consistent with their view of learning. Many teachers cannot provide all the opportunities for their children which they value and would like to provide, but they find ways of minimizing the effect of the constraints on their work and they are aware of the shortcomings of some of the children’s classroom experiences. It is the self-imposed constraints under which some teachers work because of a limited view of science and of learning in science - which can be avoided. Thus it is important to begin by discussing the nature of learning in science.

Scientific activity

Science is a human enterprise through which we come to some understanding of the biological and physical aspects of the world around. This ‘understanding’ involves the development of ideas or concepts which enable related situations, objects or events to be linked together so that past experience enables us to make sense of new experience.

Developing concepts is an essential part of all learning not just in science. If we did not develop concepts, then each new object we encounter would cause us a problem of identification; we would not be able even to identify a chair for what it is unless it was identical to one with which we were already familiar. But as it is we can recognize a chair we have never seen before as a chair, or a previously unknown living thing as living, or realize that something which seems to disappear in water has dissolved rather than vanished, because we already have ideas which help us make sense of these things.
Building up ideas about the scientific aspects of the world is the business of science and of science education. The ideas of science change as scientists extend their explorations and expose their theories to wider testing. In tempting to understand something new, scientists use existing ideas and test the extent to which they fit the evidence from the new situation or object under investigation. The result of this testing may be the confirmation that the existing ideas do fit and help in understanding the new observations, or it may reveal the need to modify or perhaps entirely reject the use of existing ideas because they do not fit new evidence. Similarly, in learning science the ideas that an individual has gradually change as experience and ability to reflect on experience accrue.

Before discussing children’s learning, it is useful to examine a specific learning experience. Here is a problem to think about. It leads to some investigations which will involve ideas about light. Think out your reasons for the answers you give.

If you have a chance to do this in a group with others, exchange answers and ask others for their reasons.

THROWING SOME LIGHT ON LEARNING

Imagine there is a very small candle or taper burning in a large, dark room. As you gradually move away from it, it becomes fainter and fainter. At some distance, you cannot see it any more:

1. Would the distance at which this happens be the same if the room were lit up?
2. If not, would the distance at which you cannot see the candle be shorter or longer than when the room is dark?
3. If the candle were replaced by a small white ball (table tennis ball, for example), what would your answers be to these same questions?

Now try the investigation in practice. It needs a surprisingly small light source - no more than the glow of a cigarette. However, a healthier small source can be arranged by linking several small bulbs in series to a 1.2 volt cell and covering all but one bulb. The area where you work does not have to be completely dark; any place where the lighting varies or can be changed will do (even outside).

Have you found out anything which has changed your first ideas?

Think about things other than the ambient lighting which might make a difference to how far away the candle can be seen. First make predictions; say what you would expect to make a difference, what difference it would make and give your reasons.

Then test your ideas in practice.

Reflecting on learning in science

Reflecting on these and on other learning experiences which you may recall, you were developing greater or new understanding by testing initial ideas against evidence. If
necessary, you changed your ideas so that they agreed with the evidence. Building ideas in this way is at the heart of science and of science education.

If we now change focus from the ideas about light to the way in which the ideas were tested and used, you will probably find that in these activities you have been:

• making predictions (saying what you think will happen on the basis of your ideas and previous experience);
• giving hypotheses (suggesting explanations for what you think will happen or for what does happen);
• planning and then carrying out an investigation to test your predictions;
• making observations (looking at what happens);
• interpreting observations;
• communicating with others about your and their ideas. These are among the activities often described as the processes or methods of science. They are chiefly mental skills, but also involve some associated physical skills. They are concerned with processing evidence and ideas, and so are often called process skills.

Through using these process skills you may have clarified, queried, perhaps modified, or in other ways developed your initial ideas or concepts about light and how things are seen. This development is not an automatic process, however. What results from trying out ideas depends on the way in which they are tried out. If these processes are not carried out in a rigorous and scientific manner, then the emerging ideas will not necessarily fit the evidence; ideas may be accepted which ought to have been rejected, and vice versa. Thus the development of ideas depends crucially on the processes used.

In the case of children, we know that they often observe superficially, looking for confirmation of their ideas rather than being more open-minded and using all the evidence available; we know that their first attempts at prediction are really based on what they already know to be the case rather than being true predictions; the tests they carry out are often far from being ‘fair’ or controlled; they rarely check or repeat observations or measurements. Just as their ideas or concepts are limited and immature, so are their process skills, and both are capable of development.

The dependence of concept development on the way in which children are tested - that is, on the use of process skills - provides one part of the rationale for the importance of developing these skills. It cannot be too strongly emphasized that attention to developing process skills is not for any supposed value in their own right, but because of their value in developing concepts.

A second part of the rationale for giving attention to process skills is implicit in the type of learning just described, learning in which the learner collects the evidence and does the reasoning, making the ideas his or her own. This is what we may call learning with understanding. Learning without understanding, as in rote memorization, does not require the use of process skills. We need not linger long on the faults of rote learning, but it is worth observing that much science was (and probably is) taught in a way which leaves pupils little option but to learn facts by heart. This leads to science being regarded as a mystery, as not making sense and has nothing to do with understanding the world around, which is surely the aim of our science education. Moreover we want pupils and
future citizens to feel at ease with science, to know its strengths and weaknesses, even if they are not practising science, and the best way of achieving this is through experience of finding things out and working out ideas.

We now consider at a theoretical level how learning, in terms of the development of ideas, depends on the way of gathering evidence and testing ideas.

**The role of process skills in learning**

We have just seen that the understanding of the world around depends on the development of concepts, but this development depends on the use of the process skills. The two are interdependent: as concepts gradually become more sophisticated, so process skills need to be refined and extended. Development of both must go hand in hand.

It may be helpful to represent the linking of ideas to new experiences by the following diagram. The circles $I_1$, $I_2$, and $I_3$ represent various existing ideas and $E$ represents a new experience.

One of the existing ideas is linked to the new experience in preference to other possibilities because of some perceived similarities. The processes involved in this may include observing, hypothesizing and communicating (words often trigger links). The idea which has been linked is then tested against evidence to see whether or not it helps in making sense of the new experience. If it does, it will emerge reinforced as a more useful idea, strengthened by having a wider range of applications. But whether or not this happens, or whether the idea is found to need modification or should be rejected, depends on the way in which the testing processes are carried out.

The testing processes include raising questions, predicting, planning and carrying out investigations, interpreting and making inferences, and observing, measuring and communicating. In the figure below we have a simple model of learning in which conceptual learning is seen as the modification and expansion of existing ideas rather than the creation of new ideas. The process depends on the learners using and testing ideas they already have.
Which one of the possibilities represented in the diagram occurs depends not only on the existing ideas and the nature of the new experience, but on the extent to which scientific process skills can be used. Here we should also add that attitudes are also a determining factor in whether or not available skills will be deployed.

If we now think of the new experience as being one provided in school so that children can learn, then we see that process skills and attitudes exercise a determining influence on the extent to which conceptual learning takes place. The ideas and understanding which children achieve from an experience will depend on their ability to carry out the processes scientifically. But, like concepts, these skills and attitudes have to be developed gradually.

Objectives of learning science

The above discussion leads to a set of objectives for learning science which can be expressed formally as concepts, process skills and attitudes. It is useful to state these explicitly at the level of general statements which have universal currency, encapsulating what is essential to learning science in any country, any context and any culture. This is not to say that the learning activities of children are universal. Far from it; these should be devised or selected so as to relate to children’s interests and everyday experience, to appeal to and develop their curiosity, to involve them in studying and trying to tackle real-life problems, and to help them understand their particular environment. Children should be developing these concepts, process skills and attitudes through such diverse activities.

THE CONCEPTUAL OBJECTIVES OF PRIMARY SCIENCE

The ideas children require to develop understanding of the scientific aspect of the world around are variously expressed in different curricula. However, when analysed they can be seen to fall under general headings of ideas about:

- the diversity of living things;
- the life processes and life cycles of plants and animals;
- the interaction of living things with the environment;
- types and uses of materials;
- air, atmosphere and weather;
• water and its interaction with other materials;
• light, sound and music;
• effects of heating and cooling;
• movement and forces;
• soil, rocks and the Earth’s resources;
• the sky, solar system, planets and stars;
• magnetism and electricity.

The items in this list are not intended as a framework for constructing a teaching scheme or programme of work. Other points already mentioned (relevance to the children’s environment, interests, etc.) will bear on the nature of the activities and the topics chosen for study. The items in the above list indicate what children should be learning about through those topics and activities. So, for example, the teaching may by organized around major themes such as:

• food and agriculture;
• health;
• traditional medicine;
• air;
• energy resources;
• preserving the environment;
• water;
• industry.

Basic concepts are developed through studies within these topics. Indeed the likelihood of understanding is far greater when ideas are studied in operation in something familiar and important to the children than if they are presented in isolation from their applications.

THE PROCESS-SKILL OBJECTIVES OF LEARNING SCIENCE

It has been found useful to express the process skills as in the format illustrated below. The layout avoids any indication of a hierarchy or sequence in the use of process skills. It also indicates that they are part of a whole, called scientific investigation. In action, it is often difficult to identify their separate use, but the analytical approach helps in making provision for their development. This relationship to the whole process of investigation explains why ‘investigation’ is not listed as a skill - it is the amalgam of all those which are listed.
ATTITUDINAL OBJECTIVE OF LEARNING SCIENCE

A large number of attitudes can be seen to be relevant to active learning in science. Some of these that have been identified are cooperativeness, patience, honesty, cautiousness, open-mindedness, curiosity, flexibility in thinking and critical thinking. Most of these are of general value and not specific to science. Indeed the nature of attitudes is that they are generalized aspects of behaviour which describe a willingness to act or react in some way. However, we can recognize the particular value for active learning of willingness to:

- collect and use evidence;
- change ideas in the light of evidence (flexibility combined with open-mindedness);
- review procedures critically (critical reflection).

Chapter 2
Doing science: making a start
Introduction

This chapter is about teachers and children doing some practical investigative science and technological problem-solving.

Teachers who have not taught science before, or not much, or have not involved children in practical scientific investigations to any extent, may tack confidence in making a start on such work.

Generally one of the important reasons for this lack of confidence is that teachers have not experienced themselves the excitement and enjoyment of learning from one’s own activity. Because of this, we begin with some science and technology for teachers to do. Later we will tackle other reasons for lack of confidence: problems of class management, resources, etc. But the essential thing is to have an understanding of what science activity means, an understanding which comes from within, and the knowledge which is created from first-hand experience.

The following four activities are for teachers to carry out as adult inquirers. There should be no attempt to pretend to be children, for the problems are real and are to be tackled at an adult level. Later the same activities can be tried with children and there will be some similarities and some differences in the way they tackle the problems as compared with adults. It will be interesting to reflect on these later in the discussion of scientific development.

Doing some science and technology

It is best to work with three or four others in a group if at all possible. Organize the group so that a record of your activity is made by one person and so that everyone is in agreement with what is done. Discuss all the ideas that are put forward and make sure that everyone has a chance to have their ideas tried out.

Except for Activity 4, use other equipment as well as that which is suggested.

ACTIVITY 1

Equipment: Pieces of four kinds of fabric taken from old clothes or left over from making clothes or other sewing, a candle in a sand tray, matches, stiff bare wire and clothes-pegs.

Question: Which of the fabrics is the least fire hazard?

The answer to this question is to be found by using the equipment and finding out how the materials behave. You will probably find that you need to discuss what is meant by ‘fire hazard’. This is deliberately left uncertain so that you can consider different meanings and these may lead you to try testing the fabrics in different ways. The group should discuss and agree on each test and the necessary safety precautions before you do it. Don’t stop after one test; see if different tests lead to different results.

When you have finished, prepare to report what you did and what you found to others in other groups.
**ACTIVITY 2**

*Equipment:* A piece of thin wood or card about 120 cm x 40 cm held in a shallow curve and three tins of food of the same size, with their labels intact, called A, B and C (A is a tin of soup, B a tin of beans and C a tin of meat).

![Diagram of equipment](image)

*Question:* Release tins A and B together from one end of the curve and watch them until they stop moving. Repeat with A and C and then with C and B. How do you explain any differences in the way the tins move to and fro across the board? Try to test out as many possible explanations (hypotheses) as you can and devise plans to test any which you cannot do with the equipment given.

Discuss how you are comparing the movement of the tins; there are several possibilities which may not necessarily give the same results. ‘Brainstorm’ all the ideas about why the tins move differently. Test out as many ideas as you can with the tins. Then devise a plan for trying out other ideas (or confirming ideas which you feel are satisfactory). Indicate in your plan what you would use (for instance, containers which you can fill with different things), what you would do with them and what you would compare or measure to find the result. If you have access to suitable equipment try out the investigation, but only after you have - as a group - agreed a detailed plan.

**ACTIVITY 3**

*Equipment:* None.

*Activity:* Go outside and find a small creature (‘minibeast’) in its natural habitat. Don’t move or touch it except to make it easier to observe. Study it in the place where you find it.

Each person in the group should write down all the questions about the creature which comes to mind. Then pool your list of questions and discuss each one. It may be that someone has made an observation which answers another’s question, but if this is not the case discuss how you could find the answer to each question. In particular, identify those questions which you could answer by observing and exploring further the creature you have chosen. Decide what you would need to do; then, if you have time, go and find the answer from your minibeast.

**ACTIVITY 4**

*Equipment:* Some sheets of newspaper, a marble and a bottle top. No other material of any kind to be used.
Problem: Within the time-limit of 20 minutes, make the tallest structure that you can using the newspaper only. The structure must support the bottle top placed upside down with the marble in it.

The group has to make one structure meeting this specification. The time-limit has to be kept in mind so that the structure can be completed within the time available.

Discussion of the activities

In these activities you have been involved in scientific and technological thinking, learning and doing. You may or may not have been conscious of this, but hopefully you were conscious of enjoying the activity. Enjoyment is a powerful motivator and one which we should not neglect in teaching and learning. It is important to realize how enjoyable practical activity is; there is something particularly intriguing when thought and physical action are com-bined.

There are some other points to make about the activities as a group before we consider each separately. They shared the following characteristics: (a) they were all concerned with real problems or events; (b) they all used familiar and ‘everyday’ materials and equipment; (c) they all involved a great deal of discussion as well as action; (d) they could all be tackled in a variety of ways; (e) there were no instructions to follow - working out what to do and how to do it was part of the activity; and (f) each represented an approach which could be used with other subject-matter.

Activity 1 is representative of a range of activities concerned with making fair comparisons between things. Instead of ‘Which fabric is the least fire hazard?’, the problem could have been ‘Which fabric is best for making a raincoat?’, ‘Which fabric is best for keeping you warm?’, ‘Which fabric is best for keeping you cool?’, etc.

Instead of fabrics there could have been pieces of different kinds of paper, chosen appropriately for questions such as ‘Which is best for soaking up water?’ or ‘Which is best for protecting a parcel?’. There could be a compari-son of types of ball for their suitability for different games or a comparison of different kinds of wood for making a toy boat or a table. Leaves could be com-pared for their ability to keep someone cool and plant fibres for their useful-ness in tying things together.

In all such activities there is an emphasis on ‘fairness’ in comparing one thing with another. Fairness in this sense means treating the objects to be compared in exactly the same way and not letting things vary in case they could be influencing the result as well as the difference which is being investigated. Probably you thought about this in testing the fabrics and took care to set light to them in the same way for all pieces tested, to use equal sized pieces, to test them in the same place so that draughts would not affect the way they burned, etc. In doing this you were controlling these variables, that is, keeping them the same so that they had no greater effect on one fabric than another.

In these types of problem, the words used are deliberately left slightly vague so that the particular property of the material has to be decided (‘Which is best for making a raincoat?’ rather than ‘Which lets the least water through?’). Thus it makes the problem a real one and there is relevance to the finding out.
Activity 2 is again one of a family of activities. In these cases the starting point is some phenomenon which can be observed easily and investigated practically, either using the same equipment or something devised to represent it. The emphasis here is on explaining what is observed. Often everyday happenings do not have a simple scientific explanation, but they are often amenable to an approximate explanation which fits the evidence and which is a step in the direction of a more sophisticated explanation. In many cases there are several possible simple explanations (hypotheses); by testing them out, the most likely can be identified.

In the case of the rolling tins you may have thought that the differences in movement were caused by the weight, a slight difference in size of the tins or something to do with the consistency of the contents. You could investigate these ideas to some extent with the tins given, but to find out which one(s) of these factors was making the difference it would be helpful to have some other containers which could be filled with different things.

The point of the activity is not, however, to understand exactly what makes the tins roll differently but to consider the possibilities, to recognize that there are several likely answers and to realize that investigation can enable one to eliminate some of them. This is the essence of scientific activity (as discussed in Chapter 1), in which understanding comes from refining ideas so that they fit the evidence.

Other common happenings can be investigated in this way, particularly by children whose ideas are uninfluenced by half-remembered ‘right’ answers as sometimes happens with adults (for example, the misting of a window-pane of a warm room when there is a sudden rainstorm).

Children will have many ideas about the reason for this which may seem strange but should be tried out by devising appropriate (and fair) investigations. The effect can be reproduced to order by putting some ice inside an empty food can (with the label removed so that there is a shiny surface).

Activity 3 illustrates an approach which can be used with a variety of different material. The prior step to extending knowledge is to ask questions. Questions identify what we do not know and so guide us to expanding our knowledge. Instead of living things the questions could have been stimulated, for example, by a collection of rocks, pebbles or shells, a bird’s nest or a wasp’s nest (found out of use) or an old tool or machine which is no longer in use. In each case the questions raised will range widely and will not all be answerable by scientific investigation. Later (see Chapter 8), there will be further discussion about types of questions and how to use them as a spring-board to investigation.

Sharing questions within a group is an important activity for the following reasons: (a) it shows everyone that they are not the only one who does not know, but wants to know, something; (b) it often leads to some questions being immediately answered by the observations which others have made, or from their prior knowledge; (c) explaining questions to others helps to refine ones which may not be clearly expressed (and this helps in seeking an answer); and (d) people are likely to be interested in the questions others ask as well as in their own.
Discussion of the questions in terms of how the answers might be found brings recognition that some can be answered by further observation and exploration. These are the questions with which science is concerned and it is important to distinguish them from other questions. The asking of all kinds of question is to be encouraged in learning; in learning science the asking of scientific questions clearly has an important part to play.

Activity 4 is different from the first three. It is not concerned with finding out-or testing material but with solving a given practical problem within imposed constraints of materials and time. It is a technological problem. You will have used some knowledge of structures and materials in making your paper tower (for example, you knew that paper was not strong enough in single sheets but that stronger components could be made from it). You also had a well-defined goal and several constraints in reaching it. If you succeeded in making a tower meeting the requirements in the time given then you solved the problem, although you may not have made the most beautiful and sturdy structure possible.

The essence of technology is to do what is possible to solve the problem within the given constraints.

The essence of science is to reach the best understanding or explanation of certain events or phenomena consistent with the evidence.

There are many problems which can be devised to give experience of technological activity using the simplest of materials, for example, building a bridge from cardboard, making something which will allow an egg to be dropped to the floor without breaking or making a foot-operated device that will open a door. In everyday life, such problems do not have to be invented, they occur all the time and there always has been some technology to solve them. They also occur in scientific activity (for example, you had to solve a technological problem in arranging for the burning of pieces of fabric). Thus technology is important to science and science is important to technology (providing the knowledge to be applied). But the interdependence of science and technology does not make them the same. It is important for children to have experience of both types of activity and gradually to recognize the difference between them.

Working with children

Now try out with children at least the first activity and if possible all four of the activities described above. Make careful preparations beforehand but then do not direct the children’s actions too closely. The organization described in some detail below for Activity 1 can be adapted for the others.

Organization for Activity 1

If the children are too young to handle candles with safety, substitute one of the other questions suggested above. Arrange the children in groups (minimum three, maximum five). Introduce the problem to all the children by talking about the danger of inflammable clothing (or an equivalent topic if you have chosen another problem).

Take care about the following points:
• that the children all understand the words being used (use words which are likely to be familiar to them);
• that they understand the problem;
• that you move carefully from discussing the general problem to the problem that they are going to investigate (in this case to test certain kinds of fabric that you have collected);
• that they realize that they are going to find the answer by testing the fabrics (not by guessing which is best).

Before you distribute the equipment, tell the children to work as a group, sharing the work and discussing what they are going to do. They should also make sure that they keep a note of important things because they are going to have to tell others about what they did.

When they start work there will be a period during which they explore the fabrics and their activity may seem aimless, although they may come up with a quick answer to the problem. Allow time for this initial exploration; if there is a superficial answer offered, discuss with the group how they came to their answer, ask them for evidence, to show you what they did. You can then discuss whether their ‘test’ was appropriate, whether it was ‘fair’, etc. Insist that there is no competition and no race to be first to finish. Visit each group to observe the progress. If necessary, gradually move the activity on by asking, for example, how they are intending to test the fabrics so that the tests are fair and how they will compare or measure something which is relevant to the property being studied.

Let them carry out their tests, with due regard for safety.

Whilst they are doing this your role is to move from group to group, keeping an eye on progress, asking questions if you are not sure why something is being done. To help keep the groups on task it is useful to ask ‘How are you going to . . . ?’ rather than ‘Have you done . . . ?’. But as long as they have a thought-out procedure, let them try it, even if you can see that it may not be very helpful. Later, in a discussion, you can ensure that they realize that they did not select the best procedure when you ask them to criticize what they did and to say how they might improve it.

Draw the investigations to a close by telling the children to prepare to report what they have done, giving a time-limit for this preparation. There are various ways of reporting and of conducting the discussion, depending on the resources available and the experience of the children (see Chapter 7). Each group might make a poster to display their work and put this on display for all to see. One group might then be asked to talk about what they did, responding to questions from other children (in later activities other groups will take a turn to report orally).

The discussion is an important part of the activity and should not be rushed or left out. It is an opportunity for the children to:
• reflect on what was done;
• learn from mistakes;
• hear about alternative suggestions;
• learn to gently offer and politely receive constructive criticism. Organize the class so
that the children can sit and see comfortably, and tell them the purpose of the discussion.
Then ask one group to describe what they did and found, and invite others to ask
questions of the reporting group. Leave any comments of your own until last and then
start with a positive comment or some praise for the group’s effort. Give the group
members a chance to be self-critical, first by asking if there is anything they would
change to improve the investigation if they were starting again. Do everything you can to
build up their confidence in being able to find things out by their own investigations.

Chapter 3
What makes an activity scientific?

Introduction
Here we step back from the practical activity of the last chapter to reflect on what was
happening with a view to identifying the essential elements which provide opportunity
for learning science.

A check-list for reviewing activities

The following questions can be applied to any practical activity. Think of the activities
in Chapter 2 which you did and ask yourself whether or not, at some point, you were
involved in these things:

1. Handling and using objects and materials?
2. Observing events and materials closely and carefully?
3. Using senses other than sight?
4. Trying different things with the materials to see what happened?
5. Sorting and grouping the materials according to their similarities and differences?
6. Discussing what was being done?
7. Making some kind of record of what was being done?
8. Communicating to others what was done and found?
9. Comparing what was found with what others found?
10. Being busy and absorbed in the activities for most of the time?
11. Raising questions about the materials and the investigation?
12. Puzzling over something that was found?

The answer is/probably ‘yes’ to almost all, whichever activity you had in mind. This
means that you had experience of observing and manipulating materials, discussing and
communicating about what you were doing and trying to understand what was found.

But these things happen in many practical activities which are not neces-sarily
scientific. Answering ‘yes’ to most of these questions indicates that there was potential
for scientific activity in what was experienced and to evaluate whether or not the potential was realized to some extent it is necessary to probe further.

So far the questions refer to processes of observation and communication and attitudes which are common to many practical activities. These processes and attitudes are desirable, and indeed necessary, for scientific activity but they are not specific to it. To identify more specific aspects - those which distinguish scientific from other activity - other questions need to be posed.

Ask yourself whether or not at some point in the activity you were involved in:

13. Raising a question which could be answered by further investigation?
14. Suggesting a hypothesis to explain something?
15. Devising a test relevant to the question being investigated or to another question arising during the investigation?
16. Identifying and controlling variables which had to be kept the same for a fair test?
17. Deciding what was to be compared or measured?
18. Attempting to make measurements using appropriate instruments?
19. Taking steps to refine observations using instruments where necessary?
20. Applying scientific knowledge or ideas?
21. Recording findings in a table, graph, bar chart or in some other systematic way?
22. Seeking for patterns or regularities in the results?
23. Drawing conclusions based on the evidence?
24. Comparing what was found with earlier ideas?
25. Justifying the conclusions by reference to the evidence?
26. Repeating or checking results?
27. Recognizing sources of error or uncertainty in the results?
28. Trying, or at least discussing, different approaches to the investigation or to part of it?

These further questions indicate some aspects which are characteristic of scientific inquiry. They go further than the previous list by asking about how the materials were manipulated (rather than just whether they were handled), what reasons there were for doing various things, how systematic and controlled the investigation was, whether steps were taken to obtain precise and reproducible results and, perhaps most important, whether scientific ideas and knowledge were being used and advanced.

**USING THE CHECK-LIST FOR CHILDREN’S ACTIVITIES**

Now look back on the activity or activities you have carried out with children and ask questions 1 to 12 in relation to what the children did.

It is quite possible that you did not find so many ‘yeses’ as you did for your own activity. If this is the first time the children have been given an opportunity to work with materials, then quite a few ‘noes’ would not be very surprising. An important purpose of
using the check-list is to diagnose problems and improve learning opportunities. The following suggestions about possible reasons for a few ‘noes’ may help:

**What was happening** Children not handling materials.

**Possible reasons** Were there enough materials? Did the children realize that they could touch and use them?

**What was happening** Very restricted observing

**Possible reasons** Were the children really interested in the problem given?
Were they distracted by something else going on?

**What was happening** Few questions raised.

**Possible reasons** Was more time needed for children to become absorbed and to realize what sorts of things they can find out through their own actions?

**What was happening** Not much discussion.

**Possible reasons** Were they used to sitting quietly in class and being told most things?

Several of these problems require more time to be spent in practical activity and for children to be encouraged to use their own ideas. It helps, however, if the investigation is introduced in a way which motivates and interests them. It can be related to a real problem (the importance of using safe fabrics for babies’ clothes, for example, or knowing where certain minibeasts live and breed) or to a challenge, which is fun, or to a question which has arisen in some part of other work.

It is very helpful to have an area of the class where a few things can be put for children to observe, play with and wonder about in their free moments. The teacher can encourage children to bring in items for this collection and can add to it materials and objects which set the scene for topics to come.

The aspects represented in questions 13 to 28 will not all be found in every activity, but they should become increasingly common in children’s experience as they become more capable of scientific thinking and inquiry.

It should not be a matter for surprise or dismay if rather few of the answers to questions 13 to 28 were ‘yes’ in relation to children’s first attempts at scientific investigation. There are no quick answers that will change everything at a stroke; indeed the whole purpose of this book is to help in this matter.

**PURPOSES OF THE CHECK-LIST**

The intention behind suggesting the check-list as we have just done is not to pass judgement on an activity or experience but rather to diagnose what aspects of scientific activity are present and what require to be developed.
There are several other uses for the list and we will refer to it often in later discussion. Some examples of other uses follow:

- In relation to any activity undertaken by children it can be the basis for review and helping to answer the question ‘To what extent is this activity scientific?’ In general the more ‘yeses’ the more chance for learning in science to be taking place.

- Where science is part of integrated studies or topic-based, it is all too easy for it to remain at the level of ‘look and tell’ or even for activities such as reading about science to be mistaken for scientific activity. Scanning the work carried out by the children in terms of the check-list will indicate the extent of scientific activity.

- In selecting activities, the list can be used whilst mentally scanning what would be involved when children were carrying them out; it can help in a decision concerning how worthwhile activities are in terms of their potential for learning science.

- In devising or adapting activities, the items indicate the son of opportunities that have to be planned for inclusion in classroom work. (There is further discussion of the process of evaluating activities, and the teacher’s role in them, “in Chapter 12, where a more detailed set of criteria is suggested.)

**Selecting and adapting activities**

In science there is always a dual purpose in any activity: the development of children’s scientific skills and attitudes, and the development of their scientific ideas. Since skills can be used on any subject-matter, they are not a basis for selecting subject-matter. The choice of content depends on the ideas or concepts that are to be developed. The particular selection of concepts is often determined by the syllabus or curriculum to be followed. Although syllabuses vary, there is, as suggested in Chapter 1, a core of ideas which are widely accepted as basic and always included. Concepts about air are among these, so we take an example from this area.

First, carry out this activity which involves making a parachute. It is presented as it appeared on a worksheet for children.

**Parachute**

- Cut a 14-inch square from sturdy plastic.
- Cut four pieces of string 14 inches long.
- Securely tape or tie a string to each corner of the plastic.
- Tie the free ends of the four strings together in a knot. Be sure the strings are all the same length.
- Tie a single string about 6 inches long to the knot.
- Add a weight, such as a washer, to the free end of the string.
- Pull the parachute up in the centre. Squeeze the plastic to make it as flat as possible.
- Fold the parachute twice.
- Wrap the string loosely around the plastic.
• Throw the parachute up into the air.

Results: The parachute opens and slowly carries the weight to the ground.

Why? The weight falls first, unwinding the string because the parachute, being larger, is held back by the air. The air fills the plastic, slowing down the rate of descent; if the weight falls too quickly a smaller object needs to be used.

Now apply the items of the check-list to what you did.

How many items did you tick?

The exact number will depend to some extent on the context in which you were working, but it is probably four or five from items 1 to 12 and none from the rest of the list. It is useful to think why this is so - why is the activity so impoverished in opportunities for learning?

The instructions are necessary because the observations cannot be made without getting to the point of having a ‘working’ parachute, but from then onwards the information given deters discussion and recording and prevents the learners from using their own ideas because the “right” explanation is given. There is no opportunity to try different variations of the design which may help in the understanding of the phenomenon. A potentially rich learning experience is narrowed to one particular idea. Instead, it could be the starting-point for discussing gravity, balanced and unbalanced forces, speed and acceleration, air resistance and the properties of different materials.

How can the activity be modified to make it a potentially greater learning experience? Here is a suggestion. It starts in the same way as before. Thereafter the questions and suggestions might be introduced orally by the teacher rather than on a worksheet. But here they have to be written down.

• Cut a 14-inch square from strong plastic.
• Securely tape or tie a string to each corner of the plastic.
• Tie the free ends of the four strings together in a knot. Be sure the strings are all the same length.
• Add a weight, such as a washer, to the free end of the string.
• Pull the parachute up in the centre. Squeeze the plastic to make it as flat as possible.
• Fold the parachute twice.
• Wrap the string loosely around the plastic.
• Throw the parachute up into the air (or drop it from a height if that is possible).

What happens? Does everyone’s parachute do the same? What is the same about the way all the parachutes fall? What is different? Why do you think that is?

If you throw up a weight not attached to a parachute, does it fall as quickly as the one attached to the parachute?

Try it.

Discuss with others in your group why this might be.

Do you think that if the parachute is bigger, or smaller, it will make a difference?

Decide how you will compare how quickly different parachutes fall.

Keep a record of how quickly the different sizes fall. Try each one several times.

Look at your results and at what other groups have found. Do you see any patterns (one thing appearing to be related to another) in the results?

What about other shapes (real parachutes are not square!)? Some have holes in them. Some are made of different materials.

Try some of these and see how well the parachutes fall.

Plan your investigation before you start. Think carefully about what you mean by how well the parachute falls (is speed the only consideration?). Think what parachutes are usually used for. How will you measure this? How will you make sure that the investigation is ‘fair’ (that is, if you are investigating different materials, that any differences are due only to the material)?

Prepare to report what you have found to other groups. After listening to what they have done, can you think of how you might have improved your plan to obtain more accurate results?

Put your heads and your results together and suggest how to make a parachute which falls very slowly but goes straight down without swaying sideways.

What else might make a difference to the parachute’s fall? Think about different weather conditions and find out how your parachutes would behave in wind or rain.

Try out any other ideas that you have.

Now use the check-list in relation to these revised parachute activities.

It will probably be found that a very large proportion of the questions can be answered with a ‘yes’. This analysis should answer the objection that the time taken for the revised activities is so much longer than for the original. The point is that the learning taking
place is also very much greater. Moreover, several activities of the original type will never provide opportunities for the kind of experiences required for learning science. A change in quality is needed, not more of the same. The learning time for activities of the revised kind is not more but probably less when several such experiences are considered, because (a) many learning objectives are being met at the same time and (b) what is learned in terms of knowledge is learned through exploration and testing in practice - it is supported by evidence from real things and so is learned with understanding.

Of course, because fewer of these kinds of activities can be encountered in class time, it means that they have to be carefully selected to provide maximum learning opportunity. This important matter is one we shall take up in Chapter 12.

Chapter 4
Science process skills and attitudes

Introduction

When children interact with things in their environment in a scientific manner it is through using process skills: handling, manipulating, observing, questioning, interpreting, etc. The more they develop these skills the more they can learn through their own activity and come to a real understanding of how the physical and biological parts of the world around them work. Process skills are thus the route by which children explore and gain evidence which they use in developing ideas. In Chapter 1 we have considered the particular role process skills play in concept development and concluded that if children do not interact with things in a scientific way, using process skills rigorously, then the ideas they form may not be scientific in the sense of not really fitting the evidence. For example, if a test is not ‘fair’ in comparing things with ‘all other things being equal’, then differences may be assumed to have a different cause than is in fact the case.

Here, then, we have good reasons for giving purposeful attention to helping children develop process skills. The same may be said of the scientific attitudes which were mentioned in Chapter 1 - relating to the use of evidence, flexibility and open-mindedness, and critical reflection. These attitudes constitute the general inclination to behave scientifically in gathering and using evidence. Without them the potential ability to deploy process skills may not be realized.

At the same time as recognizing the importance of these attributes, we have to acknowledge that, whilst there is general agreement about their nature, they are often ill-defined at the level of detail. Sometimes people use the term ‘hypotheses’, for example, believing that others share their understanding of it, although this may not be the case. At other times words such as ‘conclusion’ and ‘inference’ might be used interchangeably, whilst some may argue strongly that they are quite different. Part of the problem is that these words have an ‘everyday’ meaning, not well defined, as well as a meaning in the particular context of science.

It would be too ambitious to suppose that we can eliminate these difficulties of usage and varying meanings by arriving at some universal definitions here. The more modest
The aim in this chapter is to describe process skills in action so that they can be recognized when they happen and so that teachers can work towards bringing about the ability to carry out these things in their pupils. We are concerned, then, with operational definitions - indicating, through describing activities and the experience of carrying them out, what it is one is doing when using process skills.

This chapter’s concern with the meaning of process skills at experiential level is important as a basis for considering how to help children in their development of skills and attitudes, the subject of the next chapter.

**Workshop activities on process skills**

The series of short activities described below is designed to involve teachers in using process skills in practice. Performance of these, in a workshop context, must be followed by analysis and reflection, giving everyone a chance to change and develop, if necessary, their ideas about the meaning in action of the process skills.

It is vital that the activities be experienced and not just discussed in theory, so every effort should be made to carry them out. The equipment is simple and is described for each one, together with the instructions. The activities can be done in any order and starting at any point, so everyone can be moving round the ‘circus’ at the same time.

While carrying out the activities, which are best done working with a partner, decide which of the process skills you consider you are using in the activity. There will inevitably be more than one but it may be possible to identify which is the one most used and to give this a special mark of some kind in the grid used to record judgements. A grid such as the following should be drawn up before starting:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process skills</th>
<th>Circus item</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesizing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE PROCESS-SKILLS CIRCUS**

The equipment for each activity is described. It should be set up as indicated and the instructions in the boxes written on cards placed by the equipment.

1. **Draw what you think the candle** will look like when it is lit. Put labels on your drawing.

   Now light the candle. Draw it again. What is different from what you first drew?

   *Equipment:* Candle in holder. Matches.
2. Measure the amount of water that drips from the tap in one minute. Work out how much water will drip away in one day.

   *Equipment:* 10 or 25 ml measuring cylinder. Stop-clock or stop-watch placed near sink where tap is dripping at steady rate.

3. If you have three different kinds of soil, how would you find out which had most water in it? Describe the investigation you would do.

   *Equipment:* none.

4. Put two pieces of Velcro together. Try to part them. Try with one reversed/crossways. Draw four boxes and in them make a series of drawings that explain how the Velcro works.

   *Equipment:* Two matching short (10 cm approx.) pieces of Velcro. Hand lens.

5. Place the two mirrors at an angle so that reflections of the stamp can be seen. Count the reflections and measure the angle. Change the angle. Count the reflections (images) again.

   *Equipment:* Two mirrors held vertically by being stuck in plasticine, placed with one vertical edge touching and at an angle. A postage stamp placed between. Protractor.

6. Squeeze the bottle and watch the ‘diver’.

   What differences do you see in the diver when the bottle is squeezed? Try to observe these observations to explain how it works.

   *Equipment:* Plastic drinks bottle (clear sides, at least 1 litre capacity), 90 per cent filled with water and with a dropper in the water weighted with plasticine so that it just floats, then sinks when the bottle sides are squeezed.

7. Put ice in the can. Look at the outside of the can. Write down as many possible explanations as you can of what you see.

   *Equipment:* Clean, empty, shiny food can without lid. Small lumps of ice.

8. Take a strip of paper and hold it vertically with one end in the water. Watch what happens for about two minutes.
Write down any questions which occur to you as a result of your observations. Review the questions to see which could be answered by investigation.

*Equipment:* Beaker or jar of water. Several strips (about 1 cm x 15 cm) of blotting paper or filter paper.

9. Look carefully at the twig. Try to find signs which show:
   - how much the twig grew in previous years (look at the scars which go all round);
   - what was there before the scars which don’t go all round;
   - what the buds will grow into.

*Equipment:* Twig with buds and scars, but no leaves or flowers. Hand lens.

10. Fill in the table for an investigation to find out whether the kind of surface which the toy is put makes a difference to how far it walks.

   | What will be changed | What will be kept the same | What will be measured |

   *Equipment:* None essential, but a clockwork toy can be provided (the point is to plan, not to do.)

11. On a surface covered with paper a clockwork toy moves 7 cm given one turn of the winder, 18 cm for two turns and 28 cm for three turns. (Accept these results as if you had obtained them.)

   Display these results in a form that will help you to predict how far the toy will go for four turns.

   *Equipment:* A clockwork toy, preferably slow-moving.

12. The two pendulums are of different masses. Use them to see if the mass of the J bob makes any difference to how fast a pendulum swings.

   Are you entirely happy about the result and the way you found it? If not, suggest ways for improving the investigation so that you would be quite confident about the result.

   *Equipment:* A stand with a horizontal arm on which two fine threads are tied, forming pendulums - one with a large and heavy bob and one with a small and light one.

**DISCUSSION OF THE PROCESS-SKILL CIRCUS**

After each pair has completed the circus and a grid, it is important to have an extended and unhurried discussion which identifies areas where different understandings arise in the meaning of the process skills. The discussion can be organized around the results of one pair, which are displayed. Taking the circus items one by one, the judgements made are first justified by the pair who made them and then any differences from what others found are discussed. Alternatively one pair can report on item 1, a second on item 2, and so on.
Although the results are used as the basis for discussion, it should be clear that the purpose is not to arrive at a ‘correct’ categorization of the items but to uncover ambiguities and differences in the whole group’s understanding of the meaning of the process skills. Two points may help to avoid the discussion becoming confused. First, often people take the activity beyond what was required by the card and then record what they did, say, in dissecting a bud on the twig or beginning to answer some the questions they raised about the water rising up the strips of paper. So that everyone can be discussing the same activities, these must be restricted to what was requested in the instructions. Second, it is possible to argue that ‘observation’ and ‘communication’ are involved in every activity, because it is necessary to read the instructions. However, to define the particular nature of these process skills in the context of science, they have to be used in a way which is related to gaining or communicating information for the inquiry in hand. Thus they should only be included when they have a particular role to play in processing information. The first few items will take a considerable time to discuss because the problems of meaning will arise for the first time in relation to several process skills. Once these are settled, the discussion of later items is more rapid. At all times the purpose - arriving at an agreed understanding of the meaning - should be kept in mind; using the circus items is merely a device to bring about the discussion through shared experience of real activities.

Experience has shown that certain process skills are the most likely to be contentious. The nature of prediction is a case in point. Some predictions depend on the identification of patterns in data or observations (and so overlap to some extent with ‘finding patterns and relationships’) whilst others are made on the basis of less ordered experience. The important thing is that there should be evidence for the prediction, either in current or past experience, so that it can be sharply distinguished from a guess.

The nature of ‘hypothesizing’ generally leads to some discussion. It has to be distinguished from predicting in the context of everyday use such as ‘my hypothesis is that it is going to rain today’. A hypothesis is a statement which attempts an explanation of an event or relationship. A scientific hypothesis is one which can be tested scientifically. Another feature is the quality of tentativeness; the hypothesis is a possible explanation. This feature is best brought out by encouraging hypothesizing in situations where there is more than one obvious and possible reason for something happening.

The question often arises as to whether these activities can be used with children. The circus is particularly designed for a teachers’ workshop. Isolated activities of this kind are not consistent with children pursuing inquiries using their ideas and testing them out. Nevertheless, there are some aspects of the items which can be applied within the context of children’s inquiries. For example, the notion of asking children to draw something which they are about to observe before they in fact look at it can be applied usefully in certain circumstances to focus children’s attention to detail. Again, one of the difficulties teachers often encounter is how to arrange for children to raise questions; item 8 gives an example of how this can be done.

A useful outcome of the discussion of process skills is a list of actions which indicate that a particular process skill is being used. These indicators are valuable in many different ways:
• for teachers to use in observing their children and deciding the extent to which they are engaged in the actions that indicate that process skills are being used;

• for guiding the evaluation and adaptation of activities, where they can be the basis of questions such as ‘Do these activities give opportunity for children to find patterns, to hypothesize?’ etc. and then of changing the activities so that the children are likely to be involved in the actions described by the indicators;

• for suggesting how children can be helped to develop their process skills, as will be seen in the next chapter;

• for indicating the kinds of tasks that can be used to assess children’s use of process skills (see Chapter 11).

The following lists of indicators have been drawn up in discussions as described above and should not be regarded as having any greater weight than this origin implies. The indication that they are unfinished is intended to underline this status. They are useful as a starting-point for teachers to develop their own lists.

Indicators of process skills

OBSEVING
• Using the senses (as many as safe and appropriate) to gather information-
• Identifying differences between similar objects or events.
• Identifying similarities between different objects or events.

Noticing fine details that are relevant to an investigation. Recognizing the order in which sequenced events take place. Distinguishing from any observations those which are, relevant to the problem in hand.

RAISING QUESTIONS
• Asking questions which lead to inquiry.
• Asking questions based on hypotheses.
• Identifying questions which they can answer by their own investigation.
• Putting questions into a form which indicates the investigation which has to be carried out.
• Recognizing that some questions cannot be answered by inquiry.

HYPOTHEZISING
• Attempting to explain observations or relationships in terms of some principle or concept.
• Applying concepts or knowledge gained in one situation to help understanding or solve a problem in another.
• Recognizing that there can be more than one possible explanation of an event.
• Recognizing the need to test explanations by gathering more evidence.
• Suggesting explanations which are testable even if unlikely.

**PREDICTING**
• Making use of evidence to make a prediction (as opposed to a guess which takes no account of evidence).
• Explicitly using patterns or relationships to make a prediction.
• Justifying how a prediction was made in terms of present evidence or past experience.
• Showing caution in making assumptions about the general application of a pattern beyond available evidence.
• Making use of patterns to extrapolate to cases where no information has been gathered.

**FINDING PATTERNS AND RELATIONSHIPS**
• Putting various pieces of information together (from direct observations or secondary sources) and inferring something from them.
• Finding regularities or trends in information, measurements or observations.
• Identifying an association between one variable and another.
• Realizing the difference between a conclusion that fits all the evidence and an inference that goes beyond it.
• Checking an inferred association or relationship against evidence.

**COMMUNICATING EFFECTIVELY**
• Using writing or speech as a medium for sorting out ideas or linking one idea with another.
• Listening to others’ ideas and responding to them.
• Keeping notes on actions or observations.
• Displaying results appropriately using graphs, tables, charts, etc.
• Reporting events systematically and clearly.
• Using sources of information.
• Considering how to present information so that it is understandable by others.

**DESIGNING AND MAKING**
• Choosing appropriate materials for constructing things which have to work or serve a purpose.
• Choosing appropriate materials for constructing models.
• Producing a plan or design which is a realistic attempt at solving a problem.
• Succeeding in making models that work or meet certain criteria.
• Reviewing a plan or a construction in relation to the problem to be solved.

DEVISING AND PLANNING INVESTIGATIONS
• Deciding what equipment, materials, etc. are needed for an investigation.
• Identifying what is to change or be changed when different observations or measurements are made.
  • Identifying what variables are to be kept the same for a fair test.
• Identifying what is to be measured or compared.
• Considering beforehand how the measurements, comparisons, etc. are to be used to solve the problem.
• Deciding the order in which steps should be taken in an investigation.

MANIPULATING MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT EFFECTIVELY
• Handling and manipulating materials with care for safety and efficiency.
• Using tools effectively and safely.
• Showing appropriate respect and care for living things.
• Assembling parts successfully to a plan.
• Working with the degree of precision appropriate to the task in hand.

MEASURING AND CALCULATING
• Using an appropriate standard or non-standard measure in making comparisons or taking readings.
  • Taking an adequate set of measurements for the task in hand.
  • Using measuring instruments correctly and with reasonable precision.
  • Computing results in an effective way.
• Showing concern for accuracy in checking measurements or calculations.

Indicators of attitudes

Attitudes are more generalized aspects of behaviour than are process skills; indications of their presence have to show in a range of situations before they can be said to be present. We cannot, therefore, consider any one activity and say whether or not this or that attitude was involved, in the way in which we have done for process skills. In fact all the scientific attitudes identified in Chapter 1 may have been involved in all the activities of the process circus. Thus we cannot relate particular activities to particular attitudes.
However, we can still identify indicators of attitudes which can be used in much the same way as the indicators of process skills, except that they have to be applied across a range of activities rather than for any individual activity.

**WILLINGNESS TO COLLECT AND USE EVIDENCE**
- Reporting what actually happened, even if this was in conflict with expectations.
- Querying and checking parts of the evidence which do not fit into the pattern of other findings.
- Querying an interpretation or conclusion for which there is insufficient evidence.
- Setting out to collect further evidence before accepting a conclusion.
- Treating every conclusion as being open to challenge by further evidence.

**WILLINGNESS TO CHANGE IDEAS IN THE LIGHT OF EVIDENCE (FLEXIBILITY COMBINED WITH OPEN-MINDEDNESS)**
- Being prepared to change an existing idea when there is convincing evidence against it.
  - Considering alternative ideas to their own.
  - Spontaneously seeking alternative ideas rather than accepting the first one which fits the evidence.
  - Relinquishing an existing idea after considering evidence.
  - Realizing that it is necessary to change ideas when different ones make better sense of the evidence.

**WILLINGNESS TO REVIEW PROCEDURES (CRITICAL REFLECTION)**
- Willingness to review what they have done in order to consider how it might have been improved.
  - Considering alternative procedures to those used.
  - Considering the points in favour and against the way in which an investigation was carried out.
  - Spontaneously reflecting on how the procedures might have been improved.
  - Considering alternative procedures at the planning stage and reviewing those chosen during an investigation, not just at the end.
In the discussion of learning in science in Chapter 1 emphasis was given to the role of process skills in applying and testing ideas about the world around us. Through using processes such as observation, question-raising and hypothesizing, existing ideas are linked to new experience; through using process skills such as predicting, planning investigations, and finding patterns and relationships, conclusions are drawn about whether ideas fit the evidence. The way in which the processing is done is crucial to these conclusions, which in turn determine the extent to which there is progress in the development of ideas.

It is too simple to suggest that if children are given the opportunity to, say, plan investigations; they will necessarily develop their ability to plan, although undoubtedly opportunity is a vital first step. Planning, in common with all other process skills, can be performed in many different ways indicating varying levels of development of this skill. This has to be taken into account and encouragement appropriate to the point of development provided. In this way some progress is made in the gradual development of the process skill. The teacher has a central role to play in encouraging this progression.

Process skills develop gradually, as do concepts. It is the purpose of this chapter to describe this development and to indicate how it can be helped by the teacher. We shall also discuss scientific attitudes in the same way, since these are important, not only in learning, but also in enabling children to grow into adults who recognize the strengths and limitations of scientific knowledge.

The nature of progression in process skills

DIFFERENT WAYS OF DEVISING AND PLANNING AN INVESTIGATION

The following extract depicts ideas produced by some children (aged 10 and 11) when asked to plan how to find out whether their finger-nails or their toe-nails grew faster. Read the plans and try to arrange them in a sequence, from the one showing least development in planning skill to the one showing most. It may be helpful to refer to the indicators for planning.

Brian: To describe it I would cut my nails right down and see which ones would grow first, the quickest. That’s how I would do it.

Lisa: You could keep checking your finger-nails and toe-nails for a week and keep all your information on a block chart; then at the end of the week you can see which grows faster.

Leroy: My test would be I would cut my finger-nails and I would cut my toe-nails and in a week or two I would see how long they have grown and if my toe-nails are longer they grow faster.

John: I would measure them each day to see which had grown faster.

Candy: At the beginning of a two-week period I would measure the length of my toe-nails and I would also measure the length of my finger-nails. At the end of the two weeks I would measure them both again and I would then know if my toe-nails grow faster than my finger-nails by taking the measurements of the beginning of the two weeks from the measurements at the end of the two weeks.
It must be said that written plans will not necessarily reflect adequately the child’s thinking, but these examples do at least serve the purpose of illustrating some of the characteristics of progression which apply across all the process skills.

Early stages in this progress are characterized by a somewhat superficial and almost casual approach, lack of specificity to the particular purpose of using the skill, and being unsystematic in its application. Development is shown by the use of skills becoming increasingly

- more systematic;
- more focused;
- more rigorous;
- more quantitative;
- more conscious. What these general trends mean in terms of specific process skills is now considered for each one. At the same time as describing the development, experiences which help to(610,636),(966,700) bring it about are suggested.

Helping children develop their process skills

**OBSERVING**

The reason for developing children’s skill in observation is so that they will be able to use all their senses to gather information and evidence relevant to the particular investigation they are undertaking. There are two aspects of development of the skill involved here: attention to detail and ability to distinguish what is relevant to a particular investigation.

One of the early signs of development is that children notice greater detail than merely gross features. Their attention to detail has to be inferred from their actions as a result of their observation, since we do not have direct access to their sense perception. What children say, draw or write about what they see, smell, hear or taste, or feel with their fingers is an important source of evidence of their observation. Attention needs to be paid to these signs because simply giving opportunity for observation of detail will not necessarily mean that it has taken place. A sign of attention to detail is the voluntary use of some aid to careful observation, such as a hand lens.

A useful way of drawing attention to detail is to ask them to find differences between two similar things (two fish in a tank, or how a lump of sugar dissolves in warm and cold water). The converse question about two different things: ‘What is the same about them?’ should also be asked. Whilst there are always many signs of difference which do not necessarily have significance, the points of similarity between things can have more value in identifying them. Research with children has shown that finding similarities is rather more difficult and represents further development of the skill of observing than does finding differences.

Observations should be made for a purpose, however, and looking for similarities and differences just to see how many one can find is only a game. The opportunity to encourage attention to detail in this way is best taken within the context of a real investigation.
As experience increases it becomes possible for children to focus observation on that detail which is relevant to the problem. Knowledge from previous experience is required in order to know what is likely to be relevant. It is not possible, for example, to eliminate the colour of the plastic cover of a wire as having any relevance to its function in a simple circuit if you have never seen wires, bulbs and batteries before. This aspect of development of observing is, therefore, dependent on experience of a range of activities.

Putting objects or events into some sequence is also a way of focusing attention on relevant details. Encouraging children to make observations of things which change in sequence - shadows during a day and seasonal changes, for example - helps them to pick out certain features. Children also need to be helped to observe an event throughout and not just what happens at the beginning and the end. If they watch bubbles rising when they put water into a jar with some soil in it, or watch worms burrowing and making casts, they will be using their observation skill to give them information not just about what happens but how it happens.

Because there is always a tendency for us to see what we expect to see, it is necessary to become conscious of overriding the influence of preconceived ideas on our observation. To become aware of the way in which ideas can ‘blinker’ our ways of looking at things is a considerable step in progress. The level of development at which someone can reflect on the process of observation and consciously go beyond the focus of existing ideas is an aim which is probably not achieved in the primary school, although it depends on the foundations laid there.

Ways in which teachers can help progression in this skill include:

• providing opportunity (which means both materials and time) and encouragement for children to make both wide-ranging and more focused observations;

• arranging, through the class organization, for children to talk about their observations to each other and to the teacher;

• listening to the accounts of their observations and probing further (‘What else did you notice?’);

• providing, within the context of investigations, opportunities for children to observe events as they happen and use their observations as evidence in trying to explain what happened (developing hypotheses).

QUESTION-RAISING

Question-raising as a science process skill is concerned with questions which can be answered by inquiry; at the primary level these are questions which the children can answer by inquiry themselves or which they know can be answered by inquiry.

Raising investigatory questions is important not just for the sake of being able to formulate and recognize such questions but, as in the case of all the process skills, because such questions lead to children’s greater understanding of things around them. This understanding comes gradually through putting ideas and evidence together, prompted in the first instance by a desire to know, by a question. The clarity of the children’s questions indicates the degree of their awareness of what they want to know and how it fits in with what they already know.
Whilst the aim in development of questioning skill in science is to help children raise questions which are investigate, the starting-point towards this is raising questions of any kind. To indicate too soon that science is concerned with certain kinds of questions and not others might deter the raising of questions. So we should see asking questions of any kind as a first step to progress in this skill. These may be questions which ask for names, for information, for explanations; they may be philosophical or may address aesthetic values, or they may be answerable by investigation or be capable of being turned into questions which can be investigated (see Chapter 8).

There are various degrees in specifying the kind of inquiry needed to answer a question. ‘Is this kite better than that one?’ is not strictly in an investigable form because it does not specify what ‘best’ means (although we can make a good guess). If the question is rephrased to specify that by ‘best’ we mean how high it flies, then it becomes clear what to look for (the dependent variable) to find the answer. It is already clear that what is being compared are two kites in this case and it is the type of kite which is to be changed in the investigation (the independent variable). It may well be possible to be more precise about what it is that is different about the two kites (such as the size or length of tail, etc.) and so to identify an independent variable which is a variable feature of the kites rather than the whole of each one.

When investigable questions are asked more frequently, it is likely to be because the children find them more effective, without consciously identifying how they differ from questions of other kinds. Becoming aware that some kinds of questions can be answered by investigation whilst others cannot is a point of progress. Once this difference is recognized, children may be able to go further and rephrase vague questions in a form that can be answered by investigation.

Children will readily ask questions in terms of ‘how’ and ‘why’ which are often not easy to answer: ‘How do worms move without any legs?’ ‘Why are woodlice hard on the outside and soft in the middle?’ In fact these are well on the way to being investigable and it may take little more than an invitation to say ‘What do you think is the answer?’ to set the children off to an investigation to see if their ideas fit the evidence.

Ways in which teachers can help children’s progression in this skill include:

• taking children’s questions seriously so that they see for themselves how each kind is answered;
• posing questions themselves in investigable form in science;
• helping children to clarify their questions so that they can see how to find an answer;
• giving invitations for children to raise questions (‘What would you like to find out about. . .?’).

• Other strategies are indicated in Chapter 8.

HYPOTHESIZING

Hypothesizing is about trying to explain or account for data or observations, and involves using concepts or knowledge from previous experience. There are two important aspects which make a hypothesis scientific. First, it has to be consistent with the evidence: a hypothesis that a block of wood floats because it is light in weight but a coin
sinks because it is heavy is inconsistent with the evidence if the block is heavier than the coin. Second, it has to be testable by collecting relevant evidence: the hypothesis about the block floating because of its weight is testable, but if the suggested reason were that it is suspended from an invisible, immaterial and undetectable thread, then it would be untestable.

There may be several testable hypotheses consistent with evidence, as in attempting to explain why one kite will fly higher than another (tail length? weight? shape? area?), and testing by investigation may eliminate some or all of them. Even a hypothesis which is not eliminated is still not proved to be ‘correct’ for there is always the possibility that it could be disproved by further evidence not so far collected. There is never enough positive evidence to prove a hypothesis correct but one (sound and reliable) negative test is enough to reject it. Thus a further characteristic of any hypothesis - any explanation - is that it is tentative and can be disproved.

Children do not naturally formulate hypotheses with these essential characteristics but there is a gradual progression in this process skill towards this direction. Identifying a feature of an event or phenomenon which is relevant to giving an explanation is a first step.

Connecting the phenomenon with a relevant idea from previous experience follows as the next step. Often this, as in the case of the earlier step, may involve only giving a name to something, not proposing any kind of mechanism which actually explains how it works or why something happens. For example, a stale slice of bread shrinks because it ‘dries up’. This is hardly a testable hypothesis in the way described, but it is a foundation for further development.

The ability to propose a mechanism for the way a suggested explanation works is a necessary step in expressing a hypothesis in a way which is testable. If there is a mechanism which describes how one thing is supposed to relate to another, then this can be used to make a prediction. The evidence of whether the prediction is supported is then the test of the hypothesis on which it is based. If it is not disproved then it can be accepted, tentatively, as the best explanation, pending further suggestions and evidence.

Children’s ability to propose mechanisms is naturally limited by their experience and ideas. They may on occasion put forward a hypothesis which is not possible, although they do not know this to be the case. Alternatively they may overlook what is to an adult an obvious explanation because they have not yet access to the relevant concept. However, as long as the explanation is testable, then we should see this as part of the development of the process of hypothesizing. With further experience, children will become more able to propose hypotheses which fit the evidence and are consistent with science concepts.

As the skill develops further the recognition of the tentativeness of hypotheses will show in children being able to give more than one possible explanation which is consistent with evidence and science concepts. These explanations may not be proposed formally as ‘I think this is what is the reason for...’ but may be expressed in questions posed or investigations planned and undertaken. ‘Will the colours spread more quickly if we use warm water?’ (In simple chromatography) is a question which encompasses a hypothesis. ‘Let’s see if the water disappears if we cover the saucer with cling film’
similarly arises from a suggested mechanism, in this case for the water disappearing from a saucer.

Ways in which teachers can help children progress include:

• providing opportunities for children to investigate phenomena which they are able to explain from their past experience;

• organizing the class so that, when appropriate, children can discuss possible explanations with each other and so come to realize that there is a greater range of possibilities than they had first thought of;

• encouraging children to check the possible explanations against evidence and so reject the ones which are inconsistent with it;

• making available sources which children can use to find ideas to add to their own (such as books, visitors, pictures or films).

PREDICTING

The first thing to say about predicting is that it is not guessing. A guess has no rational foundation whilst a prediction makes use of evidence available, or past experience, and is related to this in some way. Children seldom make random guesses unless they are put under some pressure to give a quick answer and say the first thing which comes into their heads. Given a chance to think, they will make predictions which, in their minds, are justified by experience, even though they may not be able to express the connection clearly.

The extent to which children can explain the basis for a prediction is a dimension of progression in this skill. At first the prediction may appear to be unconnected with the evidence which was available, although the child did in fact take it into account in some unspecified way. Later the justification for the prediction may be articulated. Further development takes the form of being less rather than more confident about what can be predicted, indicating the realization of the risk of going beyond the evidence available.

Ways in which teachers can help the development of this skill include:

• encouraging children to make predictions and to justify them before carrying out the action or observation that will check their accuracy;

• discussing whether or not a reliable prediction can be made in a particular situation.

FINDING PATTERNS AND RELATIONSHIPS

The essential feature of this skill is relating one piece of evidence to another. The ability to do this enables children to make sense of a great deal of data which would otherwise be a mass of isolated pieces of information. However, to see the pattern in the association of one thing with another requires selecting the relevant features and not being distracted by others in which there is no pattern. Further, some patterns are consistent across all the data; for example, on a summer’s day the position of a shadow will move steadily round in the same direction. The association between the time and the position of the shadow is so regular that it can be used to predict the position of the shadow at any particular time. On the other hand, the length of the shadow will first
decrease and then increase during the day and so there is not such a simple relationship of length to time.

In other cases, whilst there is a general trend, there is no exact relationship. If we measure the foot length of people of different height, for example, there is a general tendency for longer feet to be associated with greater height, but there will be some who have longer feet than those who are taller than they are. Being able to identify overall relationships, despite the exceptions, is important in science and depends on taking account of all the information available. This is something which children appear not to do at first. They tend rather to see the extremes - ‘the tallest person has the longest feet’ - and not to look for the pattern across all the data. However, this is a first step in recognizing that one factor may be associated with another.

It is often difficult to know whether children who make a limited statement which seems to be only about part of the data have in fact noticed that all the data are related in the same way, but did not feel that the fact was important enough to mention. Only when the statement explicitly embraces all the data can we be sure that the interpretation is based on all the information available. In this case the statement is along the lines of ‘the later the time, the further round the shadow is’ or ‘usually people have longer feet the taller they are’.

To be sure that there is a pattern linking one variable to another, at least three sets of observations are needed. It takes experience to realize this; perhaps learning from the experience of claiming a pattern exists from only two sets of information and then finding that a third set does not fit is the best lesson. This underlines the importance of checking all suggested patterns by making a prediction based on the pattern and seeing if the reality fits the prediction. Thus gathering further information to check interpretations is a considerable advance in the skill.

The help which teachers can give in this development includes:
• providing activities where there are simple patterns or relationships to be found in practice;
• asking children to express their ideas about relationships they think exist in their findings;
• requiring them to use any relationship they claim in making a prediction which is then tested;
• expecting them to check any relationships carefully and to be cautious in drawing conclusions from them.

COMMUNICATING EFFECTIVELY

Communicating is a skill which is applicable right across the curriculum and its particular role in science therefore has to be defined. It is included as a science process skill because of its role in developing understanding of the world around, in linking ideas to new events and particularly in reflecting on how these ideas relate to evidence gathered. Chapter 7 goes into more detail about the relationship between language, both spoken and written, and thought.
Recording and communicating are to be thought of in a far broader context than of producing a report at the end of an activity. Rather, both written and oral recording and communicating are integral parts of the activity throughout. Children need help in this, however, for at first they tend to make few records during an activity and inevitably are unable to recall all the relevant observations afterwards.

The development of skill in the area of recording and communicating begins with willingness to talk about all aspects of observations and experiences. Gradually, experience and teacher guidance enable children to organize the reporting of their work in science by presenting similar observations together, sequencing events and using simple charts, drawings and pictures to supplement words.

Extending the range of modes of communication requires some knowledge of ways of presenting information and of the conventions for using them. Once children have been introduced to the use of forms such as block graphs, flow diagrams, symbols, keys, etc., the development of skill shows in choosing an appropriate form in the context of a particular task.

Parallel with the increased use of graphical and written forms of communication is the continuing and important development of using words, in both written and oral forms, with accuracy and selectivity. Organizing a report so that events are described in a useful order becomes important when communication is genuinely used to inform others. Ensuring that there is a point in keeping a record - an audience for it - is a help in this respect.

Since communication is two-way, reading or listening to others’ reports helps in fostering clear expression as well as being important in its own right for finding out about others’ ideas and for contributing towards the understanding of written information and instructions. Written sources will increasingly be used for data, to supplement what is gathered at first hand, and the ability to interpret such data and search for patterns in it is an indication that the form in which it is presented is well understood.

The gradual increase in the meaningful use of scientific vocabulary is part of progression in the skills of recording and communicating. The use of specific scientific words is necessary since, as ideas become more advanced, they become more abstract and widely applicable (see Chapter 6); when referring to a solid in a liquid, the word ‘disappear’ has to be replaced by ‘dissolve’ in order to cover the range of effects which may occur; ‘vibration’ must gradually replace ‘move up and down’ because vibration can be in all directions; and ‘conductor’ is a very useful word to describe the invisible property of all the different substances which allow electricity to flow through them. The introduction of a new word has, of course, to coincide with the development of the idea which it labels, for the use of technical words without meaning is an obstacle to communication.

The help which teachers can give in the development of this skill includes:

• organizing the class so that children can talk about their work to each other, sometimes informally and sometimes reporting more formally;

• introducing a range of techniques for recording and communicating, using conventional forms and symbols;
encouraging children to discuss and plan how their work will be best recorded and communicated to others;

• providing opportunities for children to use information presented in the form of tables, charts and graphs.

DESIGNING AND MAKING

Designing and making are technological skills required to bring about change through the application of knowledge and resources. Technology is an activity which uses knowledge and resources to make things work, control things and improve the way they work. Often the knowledge which is applied in technology is scientific or mathematical, and this gives technology a special relationship with these subjects. Technology draws upon scientific knowledge in designing solutions to practical problems and in making artefacts to meet certain needs. At the same time it contributes in providing systems and instruments which further the advance of scientific knowledge. However, there are times when technology draws upon knowledge and skills from other subjects, for example, art, geography and history, and so it has a link not only to science but also to subjects across the curriculum.

In primary school, children are involved in technological activity when they solve problems encountered in various areas of their work and play. They may want to build something for imaginative play (a ‘den’ or a house in a tree) or scale a wall, to build a model or make a rig for testing certain properties of materials. In all these activities they are involved in observing and investigating in relation to a problem, designing a possible solution, creating the artefact or system which has been designed and evaluating its effectiveness. Clearly some of these components of technology involve science process skills which we have discussed earlier. Here we are concerned with the development of the skills of identifying a problem, creating a design, making it and evaluating it.

Young children are beginning to identify needs when, for example, they suggest ways of rearranging something in the classroom for the better convenience of those who need to use it. As they progress in this capability they become able to suggest changes in less familiar situations and to consider the pros and cons of possible changes. Progress in designing shows in the reasons they are able to give for what they propose. At first these reasons will be vague with only an intuitive notion that they will work. Later, reasons will be in terms of the properties of the materials chosen and one design might be compared with another in these terms. Obviously this development is linked to increasing knowledge of materials and how they behave.

Constructing simple things from paper, glue, cardboard boxes and other scrap material is the start of developing capability in ‘making’. Progress shows in the more careful choice of materials and precise use of tools. At all stages children evaluate their products, at first in terms of what they like and dislike about a model, then gradually focusing judgements on to the extent to which the original intention has been realized. Where appropriate they may make measurements to assess how far a solution meets certain criteria and then use the findings to suggest improvements.

Teachers can help the progress in designing and making skills by:
• providing opportunities for children to suggest changes in things around which will improve their use or solve a problem;
• requiring children to plan how to produce a model or some other artefact and discuss how realistic it is;
• providing a range of materials and the opportunity to explore their properties;
• providing problems which are interesting for children to solve and which they are expected to solve for themselves;
• expecting children to justify their choice of materials and to evaluate how effective they were in practice.

DEVISING AND PLANNING INVESTIGATIONS

Planning an investigation involves turning a question or a hypothesis into action designed to provide an answer. Although logically it may be thought to precede action, in reality the two are often closely intertwined. Younger children, for example, may not be able to think through a series of actions which could be considered as a plan; they need to see what happens as a result of the first step they think of before working out what to do next. It takes experience of investigations, of doing things and of seeing what happens before the possible outcomes of action can be anticipated and forward planning becomes possible.

The notion of ‘fairness’ is a useful one, as a way into considering variables. There are three kinds of variables to be considered in an investigation: the variable to change so that a difference between things or conditions can be investigated (the independent variable); the variables which must not be changed but must be controlled and kept the same throughout so that the effect of changing the one independent variable can be investigated (the control variable); the variable which is affected as a result of changing the independent variable and which is measured or compared in the investigation (the dependent variable).

In the common type of investigation where different materials are compared in terms of some property, for example the comparison of fabrics for water-proofness, the type of material (fabric) is the independent variable and the variables to be controlled depend on how the test is to be carried out. For example, if the fabrics are to be tested by placing water on the surface and seeing how long it takes to soak in, then it is important to use the same amount of water on each one and to apply it in the same way (two of the variables to be controlled). What, is measured is the time taken for the drops to no longer stand on the surface. If the fabrics were compared, alternatively by seeing how much water each will soak up, then it would be important to use the same area of fabric (a variable to be controlled); the dependent variable would be the amount of water in each piece, probably measured by the difference between the water added and what was left after soaking the fabric.

Not surprisingly, children find the earlier parts of an investigation the easiest to plan. They can decide what to change - the independent variable - quite readily because this is often clear in the hypothesis or question under investigation: ‘Which is the best fabric . ..’ immediately suggests trying different fabrics.
As soon as they begin to think of how to proceed with the investigation however, the matter of fairness will arise. Several unfair tests may well have to be experienced before the understanding of needing to control variables develops in a general way. It is certainly best for children to realize through the inconclusiveness of ‘unfair’ testing that certain things have to be kept the same. Attempts to teach control as a procedure often result in a tendency for children to think that they have to control everything, including the independent variable!

It seems that deciding how to arrive at the result of an investigation is more difficult than planning how to set up conditions to test the independent variable. Children are at first very vague about how they will find a result of an investigation. In testing food preferences of ‘minibeasts’, for example, they think as far as ‘see how they like each food’ as if this would in some way be obvious. Ideas about measuring time spent on the food, or amount eaten, come only when the impossibility of judging what small creatures ‘like’ is borne on them in practice. Thus precision in identifying what to measure or compare represents an advance in the process skill of planning. Further defining how to measure the dependent variable to an appropriate degree of accuracy is also a sign of this development.

Ways in which teachers can help children in the development of these skills include:

• leading children to problems which can be investigated but not giving them instructions for what to do, so that the children have to do the planning for themselves;
• helping the children to plan by giving some structure, perhaps through questions about what has to be kept the same for fairness, what is to be changed and what is to be measured;
• discussing plans with them and helping them to think through what they mean in practice;
• reviewing investigations after they have been completed to consider how the planning could have been improved.

MANIPULATING MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT EFFECTIVELY

It is widely acknowledged that the two most significant factors which influence the intellectual development of young children are the availability of materials to explore and manipulate, and social interaction with adults and other children. In relation to scientific development, materials and things to explore them with are essential, not optional.

Learning in science involves children advancing their ideas by trying them out in practical investigations. The limited experience of children means that their ideas will not be the same as the accepted scientific ones, but they should be consistent with the evidence available to the children at any time (see Chapter 6). As this experience widens, ideas become more generally applicable and approach the scientific view. Thus the development of ideas is highly dependent on practical activity, involving the exploration of materials.

Children’s limited experience also means that they are restricted in abstract and theoretical thinking; things have to be encountered in reality before they can be the subject of thought and mental manipulation. Thus the provision of this experience of
objects and events around them is essential to their mental development. Its value is not only in terms of giving information through the senses about the world around, but also the realization that investigation can provide answers and that they themselves can learn from their own interaction with things around them.

It is not possible to distinguish practical activity from mental activity and we are therefore concerned with far more than the physical manipulation of objects and the ability to use equipment effectively. Practical activity must involve planning based on hypothesizing and prediction, gathering of information by observation and perhaps by measurement, the control of variables, interpretation of data, and the recording and communication of results. In each of these there is a combination of mental and physical activity.

It has to be understood, therefore, that in focusing on the physical development here, a context of social experience and mental activity is assumed.

Young children entering school have difficulty in small-muscle control and eye-hand co-ordination. They like to draw, paint, pull things apart, pile things up and knock them down. They need plenty of cardboard boxes of different sizes, cardboard tubes, egg boxes and newspaper to paint on with large brushes. If large wooden and plastic blocks are available, these are ideal, but where this is not the case, items of junk from home can be adapted.

To help develop children’s small-muscle control and eye-hand co-ordination, their natural tendency to make models can be exploited. From a start of building with boxes or wooden blocks, they can begin to make more representational models, still using discarded materials that may be available from home, shops or the market. Egg boxes, plastic cups, plasticine and glue will come into use in making models. Other materials which are required and which can be obtained at no cost are things such as seeds, shells, rocks, cones and dried glasses. These can be handled and explored by the children, extending their awareness of the variety of natural things in their environment.

Children aged 7 to 9 have developed good eye-hand co-ordination; they can weave, sew, handle animals gently and plant seeds accurately. Their models will become more sophisticated; they will want to make them ‘work’, which often means greater accuracy and choice of materials. The use of tools becomes important. Children of this age can be shown how to use a hammer, saw, file and drill properly. A vice is essential for woodwork and children should never be allowed to hold in their hands wood which is being sawed, hammered or drilled. These aspects of safety do have to be enforced by rules, but at the same time the children should be encouraged to recognize potential danger and discuss how to do things safely, so that they are obeying rules which make sense to them.

There will also be an increased need for measuring instruments, and for hand lenses and more delicate equipment such as magnets, bulbs and mirrors. As with tools, when these are introduced, the precautions which have to be taken to preserve them should be discussed and agreed. The greater the freedom allowed to children to use their own ideas in investigations, the more responsibility they have to accept for the equipment they use. It is part of the teacher’s role to ensure that these things go hand in hand.
At the upper end of the primary school, physical development is no longer a restraint on the use of equipment, but skill and care continue to be built up. For those fortunate enough to have microscopes and accurate balances in the school, the range of children’s observation and investigation can be greatly increased. However, children can learn much, as well as being productive, through making a considerable amount of equipment for themselves. They will certainly be able to construct suitable housing for living things being studied, make simple balances, test rigs, etc.

They will also be able to make articles for younger children, such as wooden building blocks. However, there must be a strict limit on the amount of time which children devote to repetitive work with materials for the sake of production. Solving technological problems and learning about the properties of materials and control of energy in constructing something is one thing, but mass production is another. In science lessons, the manipulation of materials and equipment must serve the end of greater understanding, not the manufacture of products.

In summary, the ways in which teachers can help this development include:

- providing materials for exploration and use suited to the physical development of the children;
- encouraging children to extend their activity towards construction and the improvement of their constructions;
- showing children how to use equipment and tools effectively, economically and safely, and discussing reasons for rules of use but insisting on adherence to them;
- helping children to become conscious of how they can obtain answers to their questions through the manipulation of materials, thus encouraging them to persevere in developing the skills which are required.

MEASURING AND CALCULATING

One of the overall signs of progress in scientific processes which has been mentioned is that they have an increasingly quantitative element. This means that measuring and calculating will be called upon to a progressively greater extent.

Quantification means using numbers in a particular way. For example, numbers can be used merely as labels, as in the case of the numbers on the jerseys of football players, or as ways of placing objects in a sequence according to some feature or property, such as one being longer, shorter, hotter or faster, than the next.

When the differences between one item and another are quantified, it is possible to tell how much one thing is longer, shorter, hotter or faster than another and then relationships can be refined, patterns identified and predictions made from them.

The basis for saying ‘how much’ needs to be in terms of some uniform unit, but this need not be a standard unit. If children are introduced to measurement through standard procedures and units, they may be less likely to understand what a quantity actually means than if they can take the first steps by using arbitrary or non-standard units which they choose themselves - floor tiles for how far a wind-up toy travels, bricks in a wall for comparing heights, hand spans, strides, etc. The understanding of the nature of a measurement as being a multiple of a given unit can be grasped in this way. It soon
becomes obvious that there is a need to keep the unit the same, that is, to use the same brick wall to compare heights in terms of bricks, or have the same person striding over distances to be compared and that a more convenient way is to use standard units such as metres, which mean the same everywhere.

Whether the unit is arbitrary or standard, however, it has to be appropriate to the size of the quantity being measured. It is inappropriate to measure the mass of a paper clip in kilograms or a person’s height in kilometres. The choice of unit is tied to the instrument for measuring it and experience of various instruments for measuring quantities of mass, time, length, volume and temperature has to be acquired for children to be able to select an appropriate measuring instrument and use it with the degree of accuracy which is required.

As the observations and relationships with which children become concerned become more detailed and precise, so the measurements they make need to be more accurate. Accuracy comes only partly from the skill of using a measuring instrument carefully; it also depends on the procedures adopted, such as how many different measurements are taken and how many times each measurement of the same thing is repeated.

Arranging to take an adequate set of measurements is part of planning an investigation so that the range of variation in the independent variable is thoroughly investigated. For example, if the investigation is about the effect of temperature on how quickly substances dissolve, the result is unlikely to be conclusive if only cold and slightly warm water is used. A greater range of temperatures, and at least three different ones across this range, need to be used. Planning to take measurements across an adequate range indicates a development in understanding of the role of measurement in investigations.

In addition, the accuracy of each measurement has to be appropriate. It is as unhelpful to measure something to a high degree of accuracy beyond that required as it is to leave a great deal of uncertainty about the value because a measurement is rough. Accuracy can be improved to a certain extent by careful use of instruments but this cannot avoid the inevitable errors which arise in investigations and are inherent in measurement. Recognizing, for example, that the time taken for a certain mass of a substance to dissolve at a particular temperature will not be exactly the same if the test is repeated and that therefore repeating measurements will reduce the error represents a quite sophisticated level of development of the process skill of measurement.

From this discussion it is clear that there is a considerable knowledge base required for the development of this skill; there are conventions and procedures of measurement which have to be known and the appropriate deployment of these is an important dimension of progression.

Ways in which teachers can help this progression include:

• encouraging children to quantify their observations by questions such as ‘How much more ... is this than that?’
• providing questions for investigation which require measurement (for example: ‘How much water does a potted plant require in a week?’);
• providing a range of instruments for a particular quantity (such as a long measuring tape or rope, a metre rule divided into decimetres, a ruler in cm and mm and a micrometer, if possible);
• discussing with children the accuracy of their measurements and how to increase this, when it is appropriate to do so.

Helping children develop scientific attitudes

As we have said above, attitudes refer to generalized aspects of behaviour and are identified in the patterns in how people act and react in various situations. One instance of someone being willing to change his or her mind in the face of evidence is not a sufficient basis for judging them to be ‘open-minded’, but if this happens quite regularly it might well justify such a judgement.

Certain general characteristics of attitudes suggest the ways in which they can be fostered:

1. Attitudes are not things that children can be instructed in, for they are different to knowledge and skills. They exist in the way people behave and are transferred to children by a mixture of example and selective approval. Rather than being ‘taught’, attitudes are ‘caught’. Thus an important way in which teachers can help children to develop attitudes is by setting an example. Thus if teachers, in their behaviour, show the characteristics described by the indicators of attitudes then they will be helping children to develop these attitudes.

2. Attitudes are developed from what is approved and disapproved. Thus it is important to reinforce the signs of desired attitudes in what children do by praise and approval and to discourage negative attitudes in some appropriate way. If this is done consistently it eventually becomes part of the classroom climate and children may well begin to reinforce the attitudes for themselves and for each other.

3. Attitudes show in willingness to act in certain ways. Thus for children to develop these attributes there has to be the possibility for them to exercise choice. If their behaviour is closely controlled by rules and procedures, and they are always told what to do and to think, then there will be little opportunity to develop and demonstrate attitudes. For example, if children are never expected or encouraged to reflect critically on their work, it is unlikely that they will develop ‘willingness to review procedures critically’. Thus teachers must provide opportunities for children to exercise choice in order to foster their development.

4. Attitudes are highly abstract and thus difficult to discuss with children. This is the reason why attitudes have to be encouraged by example and selective approval. However, as children become more mature they are more able to reflect on their own behaviour and motivations.

Discussing examples of, say, flexibility in thinking will then help children to identify this attribute more explicitly rather than only implicitly from what is approved or disapproved. Care has to be taken that this approach does not become ‘brainwashing’, and a light touch is required. It can, however, help children to take responsibility for this part of their learning if they know what it is that they are aiming for.

Chapter 6
Development of children’s science concepts
Introduction

In Chapter 1 we described children’s learning as the change in ideas, brought about by the use of process skills. These skills enable initial ideas to be linked to new experience and to be tested against new evidence. This view of learning acknowledges that children do not come to their science activities with empty heads, but with ideas which they have formed in earlier activities and observations, and which they use in trying to make sense of the new phenomena they encounter as their experience expands. Sometimes the ideas which are used are not helpful (not ‘scientific’), as when children might use the observation of drops of sweat forming on the skin when a person is hot to explain why drops of water appear on the surface of a cold can of drink when it is put in a warm room (the metal ‘sweats’)

The notion of the development as change in ideas, rather than as putting new ideas in place without consideration of anything already there, has important implications for how we go about helping this development. Furthermore, if we value the notion of children ‘owning’ their ideas, that is, working them out and changing them for themselves so that they learn with understanding, then this too means that teachers should be providing certain kinds of opportunities for these changes to take place in a way which gives the child this ownership.

This chapter describes some strategies which teachers can use to help this process of developing concepts whilst ensuring that the ideas make sense to the children. First, however, it is necessary to have in mind a clear idea of the general features of what we would call the development of progression in con-concepts. For it is only with this as a guide that a teacher can use the strategies to ensure that changes are in the general direction of this progress.

Thinking about progression

Some children were engaged in a range of activities about making sounds. They plucked stretched rubber bands, blew across the tops of bottles, tapped pieces of metal, banged a drum and then made as many sounds as they could using things around the room. They were challenged by the teacher to try to make a soft sound and a loud sound from each source they found; they also tried to change the pitch of the sound if they could.

Whilst they were working, the children made many comments about what they found. Below are some examples. Read them and then try to arrange them in an order which indicates a progression in ideas about sound. It is best to work in a small group with others if possible because then it will be necessary to explain why you wish to place the statements in a particular order. But in any case, make sure you do think about the reason for your decisions.

1. A drum makes a sound when you hit it. The sound is made by the bang-ing.

2. When you pluck the rubber band you can see it vibrate and it makes the air vibrate into your ear.
3. I can make a louder sound by pulling the rubber band out further so it makes big vibrations.

4. You can hear the school bell outside when the door is closed because the sound comes through the gaps round the door.

5. I can hear someone tapping on the pipe if I put my ear on it but not if I don’t. The sound comes through the metal.

6. A triangle makes a sound because it is metal and the right shape.

7. The little pieces of metal on the xylophone vibrate when you hit them and then the vibrations turn into sound.

8. I think you get high and low notes according to whether the thing vibrates quickly or slowly.

9. I can make the sound quieter by putting my hands over my ears. You may find that, in order to do this, you need to think about just what are the main ideas about sound that we want children to develop. For primary-school children these ideas will probably not go much beyond realizing that:
   • sounds are produced when objects vibrate;
   • sounds are heard when the vibrations reach our ears;
   • sound can travel through different materials and the frequency of vibration affects the pitch of the sound.

General characteristics of progression in scientific ideas

As children change their ideas, through modifying them so that they fit the evidence better or adopting alternative ideas, there is a general trend for the ideas to become:
   • more widely applicable to a variety of related phenomena;
   • more abstract, more complex;
   • more precise and quantitative.

What this means will take different forms for different ideas, of course, but these general characteristics of progress can be seen as common across concepts. Some examples will be given as we consider these features in a little more detail.

IDEAS BECOMING MORE WIDELY APPLICABLE AND LINKING MORE RELATED PHENOMENA TOGETHER

Children tend to develop ideas which explain particular events without connecting them with ideas about other events which are in fact related. For example, the same child can explain the ‘disappearance’ of water (when it evaporates) in different ways according to the situation in which it is encountered. If a puddle of water ‘disappears’, the child may explain this as being because the water has drained away into the ground. If water disappears from a fish tank, children have commonly explained this in terms of the fish drinking it, flies drinking it (if it is open) or even people taking water out when no one is looking! If washing is hung on a line, the explanation is often that the water drips down.
The teacher’s task is to try to enable the child to see these as related phenomena, all explained in the same way. To do this it is first necessary for the child to test out existing ideas and become convinced that they don’t really fit the facts. The puddle can be lined with plastic so that water cannot seep through, the fish tank can be replaced by a tank without fish, or whatever the suggestion is, and there can be some way of catching drips from the washing. In the latter case, the washing is still wet after it stops dripping - so where does the rest of the water go? Since the washing is surrounded by air, this is the most likely situation in which the child might realize that the water ‘disappears’ into the air. Then the teacher can suggest that this explanation might account for the other cases where water ‘disappears’ and the child can think out and test out this idea against other possibilities which might have occurred.

In schematic form, the separate ideas have been brought together into ideas which are ‘bigger’ in that they can be applied to a greater range of phenomena. This process continues on throughout life.

IDEAS BECOMING GRADUALLY MORE ABSTRACT

This feature is a concomitant of ideas becoming more widely applicable, since if ideas apply to many different situations they have to be independent of particular circumstances and thus related more to general aspects and less to concrete aspects. Take, for example, the case of children who explain the drops on the outside of the cold can brought into a warm room as the metal ‘sweating’. The exploration of this event might involve children in finding out whether the drops appear on other surfaces in similar circumstances: on drinking glasses, on plastic containers and on other objects, such as fruit, taken out of a ‘fridge’. The children will probably begin to doubt that all these things ‘sweat’, but even if they do not, the circumstances in which ‘sweating’ occurs can be investigated. A prediction made on the basis of the sweating hypothesis would lead to the expectation that, if the can were covered in plastic and brought from the fridge to the warm room, the metal should still have drops on it, because these come from the metal itself, according to this idea. The test of this prediction in practice would show drops only on the plastic and not on the tin. Since the plastic and not the metal is in contact with the air, a better explanation might begin to emerge and the role of the air (and of water vapour in it) can then be tested.

How the children come to realize that the air is the source of the drops ‘may be via various routes, each individual. The point relevant here is that moving to the more satisfactory idea and the one which explains all the situations where drops appear (on windows, on mirrors, etc.) means giving up the idea of the visible material being the
source of the drops and being able to think in terms of the abstract idea of water being in
the air in a form which cannot be seen. Not surprisingly, young children have difficulty in
thinking in this way, even if they do investigate the circumstances in which the drops
appear; sometimes just beginning to think that it is ‘something to do with the air’ is
sufficient. Later, this idea can be developed further.

Most of the powerful ideas of science are abstract and many tax even adult brains
when it is necessary to think in terms which do not correspond with reality (envisaging
four-dimensional space, for example). But at the same time all concepts are to some
extent abstract and so there is a continuum. We can begin, in the primary-school years, to
help children use simple abstract ideas, but we should not expect them to be able to use
more complex abstract models, such as the theory of the molecular nature of matter.

IDEAS BECOMING GRADUALLY MORE COMPLEX

The early ideas of children explain things in terms of the presence of certain parts or
features. (The drum makes a sound when you bang it.) These ideas do not involve any
kind of mechanism - things just happen because the parts are there; the bicycle wheels go
round because of the chain, the ball comes down to earth again after being thrown up
because it is heavy. Later the ideas are elaborated to indicate mechanisms and only then
do they really constitute explanations. The drum makes a sound when it vibrates; the
chain of the bicycle moves round with the pedal and moves the wheel it is attached to;
there is the force of gravity pulling the ball down to the ground.

Each of these more advanced ideas is more complex than the previous one. This
increase in complexity is a feature of more sophisticated ideas and goes on throughout the
development of concepts in secondary-school education and beyond. Take the notion of
‘dissolving’ as an example. At first this is simply ‘explained’ in terms of a substance,
such as sugar, having disappeared in water. Soon the child will find this too simple,
because the sugar is still there (it can be tasted), and so the notion of dissolving has to
take account of the fact that the sugar is still there. Then widening experience shows that
it is not a matter of things dissolving or not dissolving - some things dissolve but colour
the water, others dissolve partly and for everything there comes a time when no more can
be dissolved. Then the idea has to be elaborated further, so that the relationship between
the thing dissolving and the thing dissolving it is taken into account. To explain this
relationship there has to be some explanation of what actually happens to the sugar when
is goes into the water and for this it is necessary to have access to the idea of molecules
of different kinds. This is far beyond the primary-school level and indeed is only really
useful to those specializing in science; for others a less complex idea of dissolving is
quite adequate. It shows, however, that there is always room for further elaboration of
ideas in order to operate effectively at different levels.

IDEAS BECOMING GRADUALLY MORE PRECISE AND QUANTITATIVE

This is most easily seen in the way in which relationships are described. Even young
children can develop some idea, for example, of the relationship between how much you
‘squeeze’ air and how much space it takes up. It takes more force to squeeze more air into
a bicycle tyre when it is already nearly full; if you squeeze air in a potato pop-gun it is
easy to see that the more force is needed the more the air is pressed into a smaller space and the more force is exerted when the potato pellet pops out. At this stage, though, the relationship is in terms of ‘more pressure means less volume’. It is only much later, beyond primary school, that this relationship may be refined into the idea that there is proportionality between the reduction in volume and the increase in pressure (which eventually will be expressed quantitatively in the gas laws).

Although children may not go beyond a qualitative relationship in primary school, the progression to more precise ideas can be helped by encouraging them to think not just about how one thing changes with another, but how much it changes. This brings us to the point of considering the role of the teacher in helping children along these directions of progress.

Ways of helping children to develop their science concepts

Some indication of how children can be helped to advance their ideas emerge from the examples given above, but it is useful to identify some strategies more explicitly. The first step in any of these is to find out about the children’s ideas and for this the suggestions made in Chapter 11 will be useful.

Once the ideas have been expressed in some way, through talking, drawing, writing or indeed through action, then some useful strategies for promoting change are:

• helping children to test out their ideas;
• challenging them to use their ideas in applying them to new situation-solving problems;
• discussion so that children become aware of others’ ideas and to create an opportunity to develop the language used by the children;
• asking children to represent their ideas in appropriate ways;
• encouraging children to generalize their ideas with caution.

CHILDREN TESTING OUT IDEAS

Children will cling to their ideas, which seem to make sense to them, until they are convinced that there is evidence to require some change. Often verbal reasoning and apparently logical argument have little influence; it is important for the children to see for themselves. Thus testing their ideas in practice is potentially an important means of making progress. Some examples have already been given - in testing the idea of how a puddle disappears or whether a metal really does ‘sweat’. Putting this strategy into operation depends on the teacher in several crucial ways. After finding out the child’s idea, the teacher has to:

• first, take the child’s idea seriously;
• second, help the child turn the idea into a form to that it can be tested;
• third, help the child do it in a way which is ‘fair’ so that the result is really a test of the idea (this means applying the suggestion made in the last chapter);
• fourth, help the child to interpret the results in order to establish the best explanation.
USING IDEAS AND SOLVING PROBLEMS

Without challenging their ideas directly, children can be helped to reconsider their ideas by having to use them to solve problems. Problems such as the following will require ideas to be applied and, if the initial idea does not help, then the children are likely to want to try another idea, assuming sufficient motivation:

1. Given three unbroken eggs (one of which is hard boiled, one soft boiled and one uncooked), find out which is which without breaking the eggs.
2. Given two bulbs, one battery and some wires, make the two bulbs light up as brightly as one does alone.
3. Separate sand and salt from a mixture of the two.
4. Find out which of some differently shaped containers holds the most water.
5. Find out which fertilizer is best for helping corn to grow.
6. See if you can make the cut flowers in the classroom last longer before they fade.

Some care is needed in using the problem-solving approach because its effectiveness depends on the children being motivated to solve the problem. This is most likely when they have found the problem for themselves, but it is rarely possible to arrange this at the appropriate time. Thus the timing and presentation of problems requires thought. It is best when they arise naturally out of the topic being studied, or can be fitted into it, as this provides the context and purpose for engaging with the problem. Used sparingly, problems such as those above can be fun and help progress, but over-use defeats their purpose.

DISCUSSION AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE

While first-hand experience is essential to testing ideas, this does not deny that ideas can be acquired and modifications considered as a result of interaction with others - either in direct discussion or through reading or looking at pictures. The act of presenting ideas to others requires that we put them in some order, articulate aspects which may only be vaguely formed in our minds and justify the statements we make. These experiences therefore encourage children to reflect on and justify their ideas. In discussion they also realize that others have different ideas which may cause them to review their own or to challenge an opposing view.

There is much more to say about the role of language - both written and spoken - in children’s learning in science, and thus a separate chapter is given over to it. The point to emphasize in this context is that the discussion during an activity and the reporting at the end of it are important means of helping children to develop their ideas, not just their communication skills.

CHILDREN REPRESENTING THEIR IDEAS

Ideas can be communicated in ways other than words and the struggle to represent an idea in a drawing or model can be as helpful in forcing reflection as a discussion with others. The way in which this seven-year-old child has chosen to represent the beating of
a drum, for example, says a great deal about the way she envisages sound spreading out and dying away further from the drum, probably more than could be put into words.

The product is useful to the teacher as an indication of the child’s ideas (of which more is said in Chapter 11) but there is also value to the child in the process of representation. Deciding how to show what is meant by words forces detailed thought about what they mean. Many words, for example, are used metaphorically by adults but taken literally by children. This was revealed in one child’s drawing of how the sun influences the evaporation of water - described by the child as the sun ‘sucking up the water from the sea’ and represented as the sun sucking on a giant drinking straw reaching down from the sky to the sea.

CHILDREN’S GENERALIZATIONS

Attempting to make generalizations is part of developing ideas into broader more widely applicable ones. It is also essential if children are to develop from the necessarily limited and specific activities they encounter - ideas which will help them understand a much wider range of phenomena.

Children do not need much encouragement to generalize, however. Their tendency is to do this too readily and to be over-inclusive. Claims such as ‘all wood floats’, ‘a magnet picks up all metals’ and ‘electricity is dangerous’ are quite often made on the basis of very limited instances. This happens in other parts of children’s lives and is part of the general characteristic which leads children to assume that all dogs live in kennels (if theirs does) and to coin words such as ‘bringed’ instead of ‘brought’ by generalizing rules about language.

Without this ability to generalize, though, children would need to learn many specific instances, so it is not to be discouraged. In science, however, the reference to evidence is important and so children should be challenged to give the evidence for their generalizations and helped to be cautious about statements for which they have only limited evidence. An added benefit from this is also that it will develop the habit of regarding all general statements or principles as ‘true as far as we know’ but subject to revision in the light of further evidence. This lays a foundation for recognizing scientific ideas as tentative.
Chapter 7
Language, communication and reporting

Introduction

Practical activity, so essential to learning science, gains much of its value when it is the basis for talking and writing. Through using language, children have the opportunity to go back in their minds over what they have done and represent it to themselves as well as to others. It is the basis for reflection, for interpretation, for bringing experiences together so that ideas and events are linked up, and the development of concepts, as discussed in Chapter 6, becomes possible.

Many science lessons, however, are conducted in a way which denies these points. Children work in silence or murmur quietly - they are certainly not allowed to engage in challenging discussion and argument about what they are doing: At the end of an activity or a demonstration they write a formal account, following a series of headings which generally confuse and often torment them.

To change these situations, which we believe to be non-learning at best and probably of negative value in learning real science, it is necessary for teachers to be convinced of the value of talk and of less formal writing. In this chapter, therefore, we begin by discussing the role of talk in learning. We then go on to consider the problem of introducing scientific vocabulary. This is a difficult issue because, for learning with understanding, the words children use must have meaning for them; however, for good communication and the development of rigour in thinking, specialized words or specialized meanings for words are necessary.

Yet, if children do use these words, how can we be sure that they have understood what they mean?

In the third section of the chapter we consider communication through reading and writing in the context of science. Particular attention is paid to the way in which children can be encouraged to keep records and make reports which have value for them and help in their learning.

Talk and thought

Here is a conversation between a child (J) and her teacher (T) about birthdays and growing old. As you read it notice how J is sorting out ideas in her mind:

J: It’s P’s birthday today. He’s 8 like me, but I’ll be 9 next month.
T: Does it take you a whole year to get older?
J: Yes ... no, it doesn’t.
T: Are you any older today than you were yesterday?
J: No - I was 8 yesterday and I’m 8 today.
T: So now that P is 8 is he exactly the same age as you?
J: Yes.
T: If I have something to give to the one who is older who would get it?
J: P.
T: Why?
J: No, I think it would be me, because I was 8 .. if he caught up with me I would have been it before him and he would only just have caught up.
T: Catching up - would mat not make you the same age?
J: No, I don’t think so. I’m older, because I’m 8 and a half.
T: Are you getting older now - tomorrow will you not be older than you are today?
J: No, I’ll be the same until April the 28th.
T: What does older mean?
J: If I’m 8 and I have my birthday today and become 9 it means that. ..um... getting older means that when you have a birthday you get older and older each year. I’m not quite sure what old means... it means you get grey hair and wrinkles - I think so. It’s a pattern, there’s a pattern because you get smaller and then taller and then taller and then you get - big.
T: Do you carry on growing taller as you get older?
J: Yes, you do.
T: Always?
J: Sometimes you do and sometimes you don’t. Because when I was a little baby I was very small and now I’m quite tall.
T: What about grown-ups? Do they go on having birthdays?
J: Yes, they do.
T: Do they continue getting taller?
J: No. I don’t think they do. I’m not quite sure. I think some people do, but some people don’t. When you’re old you can also grow smaller.
T: Do you know anyone who’s grown smaller?
J: No, but I know people who’ve grown bigger. My Uncle’s grown huge!
T: Has he stopped growing yet?
J: No, he’s still carrying on growing.
T: Is he old?
J: He’s in his thirties,
T: How old is old? What would you think is old?
J: It depends on the person. If it’s a weak person it doesn’t take very long - if it’s strong and lively it’s quite long.

At the beginning J contradicted herself about whether she was older than P. Later she confused being old in years with having the characteristics of old age. These may seem artificial problems caused by the ambiguity of our language; the way we use words like ‘age’ and ‘old’ with several shades of meaning. However, language always has ambiguities and learning to use it means coming to realize that the context in which
words are used has to be taken into account and that words have socially agreed meanings.

Children often have difficulty with ‘everyday’ use of words which have special meanings in the context of scientific activity. For example, the word ‘energy’ is associated with feeling active and lively in everyday usage, so it is difficult to reconcile the scientific view that after a large meal we have more energy with the feeling of being sleepy and lethargic! This confusion arises because the children have not recognized the subtle difference between an ‘everyday’ and a ‘scientific’ context in using this word.

To be able to sort out ambiguity in language it is important to use it: to talk to others so that one’s message becomes clear; to listen to how others use words in different ways; and to question and clarify meaning and adjust one’s ideas in response to the feedback.

In this next conversation (also with an eight-year-old), notice how P clarifies the teacher’s meaning of the word ‘distance’. Perhaps she is already aware that we often use this word in relation to time, as in ‘the distant past’.

(P asked to look at the teacher’s watch because she thought her own was slow.)

P:      Yours says 10 to, mine’s not quite on the 10.
T:      How many minutes will it take for the big hand to move to number 11?
P:      Five on yours, but a bit more on mine ‘cos it’s slow.
T:      What docs ‘slow* mean?
P:      Well, it’s - um - got a bit less time.
T:      Does that mean the time is really less?
P:      No - it’s really 10 to - if yours is right - but mine isn’t going round so quickly so it hasn’t got so far.
T:      Let’s look at the big dock. Is the distance from 10 to 11 the same as it is on my watch?
P:      What do you mean ... er ... time?
T:      I mean in the actual distance the end of the hand moves.
P:      Well, that’s bigger on the clock, but in time it’s the same.
T:      So is the end of the hand on the clock moving at the same speed as the hand on my watch? P:    No. The one on the clock is moving faster ‘cos it’s got a bigger distance to move round.
T:      Is it still the same time it takes, then?
P:      Yes.
T:      So what’s wrong with your watch going more slowly than mine then?
P:      Yes, but yours should go more slowly than the clock but mine shouldn’t go more slowly than yours.

P’s well advanced ideas about speed, time and distance can be contrasted with D’s who, when asked the same question about the distance between the numbers 4 and 5 on the wall clock and on the watch, agreed that it was a greater distance on the clock. Then:
T: Is it the same on both the clock and the watch?  
D: Yes, the hand moves from 4 to 5 at the same speed as each ether.  
T: It takes the same time, but are the two hands moving at the same speed? Remember you said: It’s about twice as far from 4 to 5 on the clock as it is on the watch.  
D: Yes, it’s the same speed and the same time - it must be.

Here D’s conceptual understanding of speed and time is revealed as limited and no amount of defining words is likely to make any difference at this point. D’s ideas need to be challenged by experiences which don’t make sense if the same time must mean the same speed. This means that for D the words must take on different meanings and these must make sense both to D and in helping communication with others. How talk can help in this is well expressed in the following passage from an ASE publication on *Language in Science*:

We talk ourselves into our own understandings by sharing our insights and problems with others. Most of us argue to find out what we ourselves think rather than to persuade another to our point of view. During the course of argument, new slants are put on a particular idea so that it begins to grow in another direction, or perhaps to have certain aspects cut off it. The net result of this activity is a slow change in our view of the world.

The study of children’s talk when involved in group tasks has shown how important exchange between children is in challenging ideas. Barnes, who pioneered much of the work in this area, called this ‘exploratory’ talk. He showed how in science tasks the idea of one child is taken up and elaborated by another, perhaps challenged by a third, which leads them back to check with the evidence from practical investigation. It is not only concepts or ideas which are challenged, either, but the way in which an investigation is carried out or a prediction made. With several minds at work, there is less chance of ideas being tested in a superficial or unfair way than there is if one person is working alone, with no one else to challenge what he or she does. Language is the means whereby processes and ideas are challenged and this is the basis for the argument that talking is essential to learning.

Although formal reporting and organized discussion have their role in learning, Barnes emphasized the value of talk among children when there is no adult present. In such situations, working on a common problem, children interrupt each other, hesitate, and rephrase and finish each others’ sentences. Ideas are thrown in without any fear of ridicule or worry that they must be wrong - As Barnes put it:

The teacher’s absence removes from their work the usual source of authority; they cannot turn to him to solve dilemmas. Thus the children not only formulate hypotheses, but are compelled to evaluate them for themselves. This they can do in only two ways; by testing them against their existing view of ‘how things go in the world’, and by going back to the ‘evidence’.

That there are positive advantages of a teacher *not* being present in every group during an investigation must relieve a teacher of the guilt of not being ubiquitous. At the same
time, there is a considerable burden on devising tasks which encourage this type of interaction.

**Using scientific words**

The right point at which to introduce and expect children to use correct ‘scientific’ words for the phenomena they are investigating is an issue which is bound up in the role of language in learning. General guidelines emerge from the view of learning, but the best action to take in a particular case has to be judged on the spot.

There are two main situations to consider: where children encounter an object or phenomenon for which they have no word and where children use a word inaccurately or with a very limited meaning. The first of these probably gives teachers most concern, whilst the second is actually more important and easy to overlook.

A general rule which it is useful to apply when deciding whether or not to introduce or insist on the use of a correct scientific term is to ask the following questions. Will using the correct word help the child’s understanding? Does it matter if the correct word is not used? Is it important to introduce the word at this time?

The answer to these questions might be ‘yes’ where a distinction has to be made between one phenomenon and another: when sugar and other solids ‘disappear’ in water, children will use words including ‘melting’ to describe what has happened. It is useful to prevent confusion by introducing the word ‘dissolving’ and to do it on the spot, when examples of dissolving are in front of the children so that they know what the word labels. Another example is supplying a word to describe all the materials which allow a current to pass in a simple electric circuit. Again, having the materials and what they do in front of the children means that the word is firmly attached to at least some examples of its meaning.

In other instances, providing names can wait, or may not even be important. This may well apply when children are looking at a number of different things - perhaps a collection of minerals or what they have caught in pond dipping. Here the introduction of correct names is likely to interfere with the main purpose, that of realizing the variety of things there are, and if children want to refer to individual items they can use their own descriptive labels (‘the purple crystal’ or ‘the wriggly thin red worm’) for this purpose. Children can be told that these things do have names, which can be found in books, but that most people (including their teacher) don’t know them because they don’t need to use them. (There is more about naming things in the context of field studies.)

When children have a perfectly good word - such as ‘grip’ for a rough surface where there is friction - the answer to the questions above might well be ‘no’. Until their experience leads them to want to describe the much more abstract phenomenon of friction, the word cannot have the correct meaning for them and so would be unhelpful.

The main principle here is to provide words when they have meaning in terms of the children’s experience and will be useful to them. The word should fill a perceived gap in the children’s vocabulary and should be one that they need to use. In contrast words introduced without need in prior experience are likely to be forgotten immediately or used inappropriately. As children develop and their experience becomes richer, they need more words to distinguish phenomena and describe objects more accurately. Thus there
will come a time when it is helpful to use the word ‘respiration’ rather than ‘breathing’, for example, but to do this before a distinction between the two is evident in experience will only confuse. It does children no service to feed them words which they cannot use because they are not sure of their meaning.

The inaccurate or limited or over-inclusive use of a word in science is a normal part of children’s learning. As concepts become more widely applicable (see Chapter 6), it is inevitable that the meaning of words has to shift. So we should see the development of vocabulary as part of the development of children’s understanding, not as a matter of ‘giving the tight word’. Children will, then, necessarily use scientific words somewhat idiosyncratically. They also pick up technical words from the media, friends and other sources out of school and attempt to use them. All this adds up to a situation where children may be using words intending a different meaning than the accepted one.

To develop better understanding, it is useful to discuss words with the children, wherever possible with some direct experience of the phenomenon available at the time. When discussing what the children mean by the word ‘vibration’, some objects which can vibrate should be present. Children can be asked to find other examples of what they think is ‘vibrating’ and opinions of others can be sought. So, if a glowing colour is produced as something which is ‘vibrating’, there can be a discussion which helps to clear the confusion arising from the metaphorical use of the word. This could be a good moment to introduce another word to describe the intense colour.

In summary, then, the development of children’s vocabulary can be helped by:

- providing words when they are needed to describe or label something of which the children already have experience; and
- discussing words which children use to find out what they mean by them and developing this into more conventional use.

Reading and writing

Verbal communication also includes reading and writing but here there is less opportunity for the close dialogue which helps to clarify words in speech. It is important not to confuse real understanding with mere information. To consider the difference, imagine that someone has told you of the existence of things called ‘keets’ and you read the following passage about them:

Keets are intriguing and useful objects because they are keetic. Some occur naturally and many are man-made. It is thought that ancient man may have used them for gathering sticks but since they rot away in most climates” there is no firm evidence of this. Natural keets are made of the rare hip-wood. Some other materials can be made keetic if they are brought up to a keet in a special way; they must point towards the moon and be rubbed together in a circular movement. When two keets are brought towards each other a low-pitched note is heard which rises in pitch as they come closer together. The noise can be arrested by placing a thick piece of wood between them, so keets’ are always packed in wooden boxes with separate compartments for each. Keets gradually become less keetic if they are exposed to noise so it is important not to speak too loudly, and especially not to sing, when close to them. Several keets can be made into one large one which will be
as loud as all the small ones separately. Keets are used in the trilling industry for tuning instruments and for measuring distances.

Can you now answer the following questions about keets;

• Do they occur naturally?
• What can they be made from?
• When do they make a noise?
• What changes the pitch of their note? etc.

You probably can, even though you have no idea what a keet is. It is useful to reflect on why you do not understand and yet can answer the factual questions. Keets may seem too fantastic to you, but this is only because you have a wide experience of materials. We do not need to go into the realms of fantasy to consider what happens to children in circumstances where they do not have the wide experience. The following passage from the Children’s Britannica about lasers, illustrates the point:

From an ordinary light source, such as a lamp bulb, light streams in all directions, just as when a stone is thrown into a pond the ripples radiate outwards in ever-widening circles, becoming fainter and fainter as they go. This kind of light is known as incoherent light, that is, it does not cohere or stick together, but spreads all around. But in the laser things may be so arranged that all the light comes out in the same direction. This kind of light is known as coherent light. If the light is concentrated like this into a very narrow beam, the source appears extremely bright. The most powerful laser sources are brighter than any others that can be made - in fact they are much brighter than the Sun.

While these passages may not seem very helpful in developing understanding, there clearly is a place for books in helping children to learn about science. Apart from books which are intended to be the basis for classroom work, the purposes which books for children can serve in science include:

• expanding the range of children’s experience at second hand, through illustrations and accounts of things beyond the children’s immediate environment;
• setting science within a human context through accounts of the work of scientists and technologists, and stories of past and present discoveries;
• linking to other subjects by embedding science within stories, poems, etc.;
• providing further information about things they will have encountered and how things in their experience work.

Good communication through reading enables the reader to have a dialogue with the text, to question it, to be challenged by it and to make it part of one’s own thinking. Similar considerations apply to children’s writing; to be most useful it should be part of a dialogue between child and teacher.

Both informal and formal writing can be the basis for dialogue. Too often the only kind of written account which is considered in science is the formal report at the end of an investigation. For many children, this is a formidable task and mars the whole enjoyment of the activity. Often the only purpose children see for this report is to satisfy the teacher. The problem is that this is often a waste of time for both the child and the teacher who has to mark it. It does not help children to appreciate the value of
communication in writing. For this it is best to build up the use of informal notes by children, starting with what they need to write down, since they cannot remember everything which happens in an investigation.

Allowing and encouraging children to use a personal notebook in which they put down what they want and need to record, for themselves and for no one else, is a good way of helping them use writing, not only as an aide-memoire but also to sort out their ideas. Scientific activity is systematic activity and using a notebook helps in keeping observations in an orderly fashion, recalling where certain observations were made and drawing diagrams to show exactly how things were before and after certain changes were made. Children need to learn how to do this and they can only do it by having and using a note-book themselves. The teacher can help by suggesting what sorts of things might be noted down, by giving hints about putting results into a table and by showing how labels can be attached to drawings.

These notebooks should not be marked, but they can be read. They are of great value to a teacher in showing how children are thinking. The temptation for a teacher to ‘correct’ what is there should be resisted and instead comments can be made in writing which constitute a written dialogue with the child. This example illustrates the approach:

Maria, quietly working with her balance, chose a pile of cotton wool and a small rubber. She placed them both on her balance and was surprised that the tiny rubber was heavier than the big fluff of cotton wool. She called her teacher to come and see. He showed interest and talked to her. Maria demonstrated how she came to her unexpected conclusion: ‘See? The rubber goes down and the cotton goes up.’ Then the teacher asked her, ‘Can you find something that is lighter than the cotton wool?’ and went his way. Maria tried several objects until she found a peanut which was lighter than the cotton wool. She took her book and wrote, ‘I put cotton on one side and my rubber on the other. When I put a peanut, the cotton went down.’ When her teacher saw this cryptogram, he made the following comments. To the first part he added, ‘What did your balance look like?’ and concerning the second pan he asked, ‘Where did you put the peanut?’

This teacher effectively helped Maria to make her notes better without creating fear or tension. It did not take Maria long to add her drawing of the balance with the cotton up and the side with the rubber down. She also wrote, “The rubber was heavier. Then I put a peanut instead of the rubber, and the peanut was lighter.” And this she illustrated with a fresh drawing of the balance in reverse position. And, what is more, she thought it was all her own idea.

Chapter 8
Encouraging and handling children’s questions

Introduction: the importance of asking questions

We all ask questions when we want to know something, or when we are puzzled or curious about something. Our questions show what we do not know and what we would like to know. Children’s questions are no different; they give an important lead to what the children have already understood and what they have not understood. They mark the
cutting edge of children’s learning. Sometimes, too, in the way they are expressed, children’s questions indicate their pre-conceptions (as when a young girl looked at a particularly aggressive-looking cactus plant and asked ‘Is there an animal inside it?’).

Thus encouraging children to ask all kinds of questions is important, for through this means they can fill in some links between one experience and another, and gain the help they need in making sense of their experience. But scientific activity can only answer certain kinds of questions, ones which ask about what there is in the world around and how it behaves. In answer to these kinds of questions assertions can be made which can be verified by investigation. Examples are ‘Does wood float in water?’ ‘Do trees grow at the top of high mountains?’ In contrast there are questions such as ‘Should happiness be the aim of life?’ or ‘What is the nature of knowledge?’ which are philosophical and not answerable by scientific inquiry. There are also questions of human motivation (‘Why do martyrs sacrifice their lives?’) and of aesthetic judgement (‘Which of these pieces of music is most attractive?’) which are quite different from the kinds of question answered by science.

Recognizing the difference between different kinds of questions is important for teachers in helping them respond to children’s questions. It is also necessary so that children can be encouraged, within science activities, to pose questions which they can answer by action. This chapter attempts to give teachers help in developing the skills of encouraging certain kinds of questions while being capable of handling all kinds of questions which children constantly ask.

Types of question

Here are some questions which children asked when they met a marine biologist. (The age of the child involved is in brackets following each question.)

- Is it possible that there are creatures we don’t know about at the bottom of the sea? (10)
- Why are crabs inside out? (8)
- How do sea urchins swim? (5)
- How do you become a marine biologist? (11)
- Why is the sea salty? (6)
- How old is the oldest fish? (9)
- Why do fishes live under water? (6)
- What is the average age that fish live to? (11)
- Why do some sharks eat people and some don’t? (9)

These are the sorts of questions children ask about a subject they are interested in; the sort which are very difficult even for an expert to answer and in some cases impossible to answer in a way which could be understood by children of the age who asked them.
This may or may not be comforting to the primary-school teacher, who is not a marine expert and yet is the one who will be asked similar questions on this and every other subject by the children!

It also may or may not be comforting to know that it is quite often not the best thing to do to attempt to answer the child’s question, because: «children can be deterred from questioning if they receive answers which they cannot understand;

• a question is not always what it seems (in other words, it does not always require an answer); and

• giving the answer may prevent children from finding it out and learning something in their own terms.

Instead of thinking that every question has to be answered, it is best to study questions and learn how to handle them, not necessarily to answer them. We can categorize most of children’s questions into five types:

Questions which are not asked for information but are really comments expressed as questions (‘Why are birds so clever that they can weave nests with their beaks?’).

Questions requiring simple factual answers which can be readily understood by the child (‘Where was this bird’s nest found?’). Questions which would require complex answers which the child would be unlikely to understand (‘Why do some birds build nests and others don’t?’).

4. Questions which could readily be answered by the child through investigation or inquiry (‘What is the nest made of?’).

5. Philosophical questions (‘Do birds enjoy making their nests?’). As an exercise try categorizing each of the questions to the marine biologist. (Note that some questions might be capable of simple answers but still be ones which children could investigate for themselves. These should be categorized as (4).)

Do this first by yourself and then, if there is an opportunity, discuss your results with others and try to reconcile any differences.

Questions in category (4) are the most productive for science activities and the ones we should encourage children to ask. This can be done by example, when teachers ask questions which encourage scientific activity. It is worth using this skill and the following exercise is designed to do this.

TEACHERS’ QUESTIONS WHICH ENCOURAGE ACTIVE LEARNING

Imagine that a child comes up to you, his or her teacher, and proudly shows you a leaf that he or she finds interesting and has picked up on the way to school. What questions about the leaf can you ask the child that will start him or her investigating scientifically? (Such questions may not be the first response to the child but they are appropriate at some point and so need to be thought out.)

Information questions Promote science as information.

Action questions Promote science as a way of working.
**Information questions** Answers derived from secondary sources by talking/reading.

**Action questions** Answers derived from first-hand experience involving practical action materials.

**Information questions** Tend to emphasize answering as the achievement of a correct end-product (the right answers).

**Action questions** Encourage awareness that varied answers may each be ‘correct’ in their own terms and view achievement as what is learned in the process of arriving at an answer.

**Information questions** Successful answering is most readily achieved by verbally fluent children who have confidence and facility with words.

**Action questions** Successful answering is achievable by all children.

Write, down your questions. Share them with others and then decide whether they really meet the criteria of action questions - that is (a) they stimulate answer-seeking through active investigation and they encourage children to use their own ideas and communicate the fact that these ideas are valued - or whether (b) they are asking the child for information.

The educational significance of the distinction can be seen from the summary of their implications given in the table.

**QUESTIONS THAT ENCOURAGE CHILDREN TO USE SPECIFIC SCIENTIFIC SKILLS**

We can extend the notion of phrasing questions to promote active investigation to target particular process skills. This is useful when a teacher is aware that certain children will benefit from, say, being required to make more detailed observations or trying to plan a fair test.

The approach can most easily be conveyed through an example. Suppose children are undertaking to study the germination of seeds. They begin by looking at a collection of dry seeds before planting them. Then they prepare for planting seeds in various conditions and in various ways which test some of their ideas or might answer their questions (such as ‘Will the seeds grow Just as well upside down?’). They plant some seeds in different conditions which they help to decide. They observe measure and discuss the growth over a period of time and make some interpretation of the results which leads to more questions and more trials.

At various points in these activities, the teacher could ask questions such as those below which would lead children to use and refine their process skills whilst developing their experience of seeds and ideas about growth.

**To encourage children to observe**

- What are the differences between these seeds (of different types)?
• What are the differences between these seeds (of the same type)?
• What is the same about these different types of seed?
• What are the differences in the plants from different seeds?
• What is the same about plants from different seeds?

To encourage children to raise questions
• What would you like to know about these seeds?
• What would you like to find out about these plants?

To encourage children to hypothesize
• Why do you think these (dry) seeds are not growing?
• What do you think will make them grow?
• Why do you think some seeds are growing more quickly than others?
• How do you think we could make them grow more quickly?

To encourage children to devise and plan investigations
• What will you need to do to try out your ideas about what will make the seeds grow (or the plants grow better)?
  • What equipment will you need?
  • What is the thing to do first . . . and then . . . and then?
  • How will you make sure that it is a fair test?
  • What will you look for to find out the result?

To encourage children to measure and calculate
• How many seeds of each kind are growing?
• ‘How much are they growing each day/each week?
• How does the growth vary from day to day/week to week?

To encourage children to find patterns and relationships
• Was there any connection between the size of the seed and how quickly it grew?
• What difference did the amount of water (or sun, or the type of soil) make to the way the seed grew?

To encourage children to make predictions (when the seeds are growing and relationships have been found)
• What do you think will happen if we give the seedlings more (or less) water?
• How much do you think they will grow if we double (or halve) the amount of water?

To encourage children to design and make
• Can you make a device that will water the seeds evenly and regularly?
• How could we weigh the seeds whilst they are growing?

To encourage children to reflect critically
• In what way could you improve your investigation if you started again?
• Can you think of a different and better way of trying out your ideas?

To encourage children to communicate
• How can you explain to others what you have done and found out?
• What is the best way to keep a record of the way the seeds grew?

Handling children’s questions

Although we may encourage children to ask action or investigable questions, they will always ask all kinds of questions and these have to be addressed in some way. By emphasizing the value of action questions we do not imply that only these types need be heeded. To dismiss any of the children’s questions risks deterring further questions and thereby losing a valuable source of information for helping their learning.

The following passages by Jelly from Primary Science: Taking the Plunge describe a strategy for turning questions which may not at first appear to be action questions into ones which can start children investigating. It is particularly useful for those questions, categorized as (3) above which could only be answered in terms of concepts beyond the grasp of primary-school children.

Spontaneous questions from children come in various forms and carry a variety of meanings. Consider, for example, the following questions. How would you respond to each?

1. What is a baby tiger called?
2. What makes it rain?
3. Why can you see yourself in a window?
4. Why is the hamster ill?
5. If I mix these (paints), what colour will I get?
6. If God made the world, who made God?
7. How long do cows live?
8. How does a computer work?
9. When will the tadpoles be frogs?
10. Are there people in outer space?
Clearly the nature of each question shapes our response to it. Even assuming we wanted to give children the correct answers; we could not do so in all cases. Question 6 has no answer, but we can of course respond to it. Question 10 is similar; it has no certain answer but we could provide a conjectural one based on some relevant evidence. All the other questions do have answers, but this does not mean that each answer is similar in kind, nor does it mean that all answers are known to the teacher, nor are all answers equally accessible to children.

Not only do questions vary in kind, requiring answers that differ in kind, but children also have different reasons for asking a question. The question may mean ‘I want a direct answer’, it might mean ‘I’ve asked the question to show you I’m interested but I’m not after a literal answer’, or it could mean ‘I’ve asked the question because I want your attention - the answer is not important’. Given all these variables how then should we handle the questions raised spontaneously in science work?

What follows is a suggested strategy... It’s not the only strategy possible, nor is it completely infallible, but it has helped a large number of teachers deal with difficult questions. By difficult questions I mean those that require complex information and/or explanation for a full answer. The approach does not apply to simple informational questions such as 1, 7 and 9 on the list above because these are easy to handle, either by telling or by reference to books, or expertise, in ways familiar to the children in other subject areas... Essentially it is a strategy for handling complex questions and in particular those of the ‘why’ kind that are the most frequent of all spontaneous questions.

The strategy recommended is one that turns the question to practical action “with a ‘let’s see what we can do to understand more’ approach. The teaching skill involved is the ability to ‘turn’ the question. Consider, for example, a situation in which children are exploring the properties of fabrics. They have dropped water on different types and become fascinated by the fact that water stays ‘like a little ball’ on felt. They tilt the felt, rolling the ball around, and someone asks ‘Why is it like a ball?’ How might the question be turned by applying the ‘doing more to understand’ approach? We need to analyse the situation quickly and use what I call a ‘variables scan’.

The explanation must relate to something ‘going on’ between the water and the felt surface so causing the ball. That being so, ideas for children’s activities will come if we consider ways in which the situation could be varied to better understand the making of the ball. We could explore surfaces keeping the drop the same, and explore drops keeping the surface the same. These thoughts can prompt others that bring ideas nearer to what children might do.

For example:

1. **Focusing on the surface, keeping the drop the same:**
   - What is special about the felt that helps make the ball?
   - Which fabrics are good ‘ball-makers’?
   - Which are poor?
   - What have the good ball-making fabrics in common?
   - What surfaces are good ball-makers?
• What properties do these share with the good ball-making fabrics?
• Can we turn the felt into a poor ball-maker?

2. **Focusing on the water drop, keeping the surface the same:**
• Are all fluids good ball-makers?
• Can we turn the water into a poor ball-maker?

Notice how the ‘variables scan’ results in the development of productive questions that can be explored by the children. The original question has been turned to practical activity and children exploring along these lines will certainly enlarge their understanding of what is involved in the phenomenon. They will not arrive at a detailed explanation but may be led towards simple generalization of their experience, such as ‘A ball will form when . . .’ or ‘It will not form when . . .’

Some teachers... are uneasy that the original question remains unanswered, but does this matter? The question has promoted worthwhile scientific inquiry and we must remember that its meaning for the child may well have been ‘I’m asking it to communicate my interest’. For such children interest has certainly been developed and children who may have initiated the question as a request for explanation in practice, are normally satisfied by the work their question generates. The strategy can be summarized as follows:

- **Analyse the question**
  - Consider if it can be ‘turned’ to practical activity
    - (with its ‘real’ materials or by simulating them)
  - Carry out a ‘variables scan’ and identify productive questions
  - Use questions to promote activity
  - Consider simple generalizations children might make from experience.

**Chapter 9**

**Science outside the classroom**

**Introduction**

The environment of every school is a ready-made source of objects, happenings and relationships to investigate. Thus even if a school has few internal resources for active science, it is never short of an environment which can support a great deal of scientifically and educationally valuable activity. Not only are almost all the materials to use outside the classroom free but they also have an intrinsic reality. Ideas developed through their study do not afterwards have to be applied to ‘real’ life, as do many classroom activities, for they are found in the real situation and immediately help in understanding it.

This chapter has two sections, both of which include activities for teachers relating to preparing activities for children. In the first section we describe a way of using the environment to stimulate curiosity, to encourage careful observation and to bring about
an awareness that one can learn from and about everything in the surrounding environment. The technique is one of devising a ‘trail’ which children can follow from ‘station’ to ‘station’ where they undertake tasks which involve some mental and physical activity, and lead to enhanced appreciation of their immediate environment. A trail can be set up in any environment, built or natural; indeed it can be restricted to the school buildings themselves if need be. The activities at the stations are brief and necessarily superficial, but they can be the start of further inquiries.

The second section deals with deeper and more sustained investigation of pans of the natural environment requiring access to ground in which plants grow and small creatures live. A garden or park can supply these if access to more natural vegetation is difficult. The extended and ordered study of a particular plot of ground gives the opportunity for relationships to be seen between different things living together and the effect on these of the physical conditions of the soil, the weather and the presence or absence of shelter, shade or sun. Such studies provide opportunities to connect related findings into more widely applicable concepts.

An activity trail

An activity trail is designed to lead people (teachers or children) to a number of places (called ‘stations’) in the immediate surroundings. At each station they are presented with some challenge. The stations can be indicated by numbers on a rough map or people can be led to them by brief route instructions. The challenge at each station is presented in the form of a question in a few words on a paper drawn up beforehand by the ‘trail makers’. The answer to the question must be obtainable by some activity carried out on the spot—most commonly by careful observation, but sometimes by reasoning, measurement, estimation or a simple experiment, and in many cases, by discussion.

An activity trail can be set up in any environment. It can be just an interesting in ‘concrete jungle’ as in a garden. There is no environment which cannot provide the setting for a trail. Of course every environment and trail is unique and so we cannot provide an example that anyone can take away and use. However we can give some examples of ‘stations’ which have been used and which can be adapted to suit particular situations. Some of these clearly use built structures and others natural features of the environment.

EXAMPLES OF ‘STATIONS’ IN AN ACTIVITY TRAIL

1. Stand outside the door on the steps.
   Make five different observations which indicate that a wind is blowing. Estimate the wind strength.

2. Choose any car in the car park. Look at it carefully for signs which tell you something about its history. Does it tell you anything about its owner?

3. Stand half-way along the path to the gate. Note all the different sounds that you hear in 2 minutes.
   Sort your sounds into two groups. In how many different ways can you do this?
Select a frequent loud sound. Find out how far away you have to walk before you can no longer hear it.

4. Find the large “flame of the forest’ tree behind the playground. Estimate the height of the tree.

5. Look at the stones in the wall at the back of the flower bed. Do you think they are just decorative or a structural pan of the wall? Give your reasons.

6. Notice the direction of the flower heads of the sunflowers. Can you account for the way they are facing?

7. Wet your hand in the pond and make a wet print on the ground. How long do you think it will take to dry? Find out. Find a way to make it dry faster.

8. Look at the roof of the garden shelter. Estimate how many tiles it has.

9. Look out across all the land from the building to the hills in the distance. What evidence is there of human presence more than 50 years ago? What evidence of human presence between 10 years and 20 years ago? What evidence is there of human presence in the last year? What evidence is there of human presence in the last week?

10. Look at the two bushes of the same kind growing on either side of the path. What differences do you notice in how they are growing? Propose three alternative reasons for these differences.

**PRINCIPLES IN MAKING AN ACTIVITY TRAIL**

Some general points can readily be drawn together from these examples which guide the making of a trail:

1. The questions asked are ‘action’ questions not factual ones.

2. The challenges draw the participants into more careful use of their senses, into making comparisons, postulating hypotheses, seeking evidence - in other words, using process skills.

3. The stations can be created in one of two main ways: either by looking at a particularly interesting or unusual feature of the environment and posing an action question about it or by starting from a particular activity (such as estimating or pattern finding) and finding a situation which lends itself to being a subject for this activity (any tree’s height, or the number of leaves it has, could be estimated).

4. The stations of the trail should be independent of each other so that people can start at any station and need not visit them in any order.

5. People should work in groups (of three or four) and carry out the activities as a group; the station activities should, where possible, take advantage of the group and encourage discussion.

**PURPOSES OF A TRAIL**
As we said in the introduction, a trail is not intended to be a thorough study of the environment. It serves quite different but equally valuable purposes, particularly in the context of a teachers’ course.

First, working on a trail is a good ‘ice-breaker’; it gets people talking and working together, and it helps them to get to know the surroundings if these are not familiar. Second, it provides experiences of carrying out process skills which can be later discussed. Finally, it uses no equipment and yet it enables information to be gained through scientific activity. All of these purposes are best served by setting up a trail as an early activity (the first, perhaps, after formalities have been completed) in a teachers’ course.

Later the use of a trail with children can be discussed. It is probably quite evident from the examples that stations can be the starting points for extended activity on a particular topic (evaporation, for example, or the conditions which favour healthy growth of plants).

**Scientific study of the living environment**

The environment of the school is as rich a source of scientific information as any textbook. Like a book, however, it is necessary to know how to read it before it can add to our learning. Children need to learn how to study this ‘book’, particularly as, being so familiar to them as part of their daily experience, it is easy for the features of the environment to be taken for granted. But to help the children, teachers also need to know how to read the ‘book of the school environment’. It will be necessary for the teacher to make a biological and ecological survey of the school’s immediate surroundings so as to recognize and assess its potential for children’s scientific activity.

Preparations for working with children in the field, over and above planning the logistics of reaching the area for study and deciding how to ensure orderly behaviour, must involve: preparing questions which stimulate the children to formulate questions to investigate and to take up the problems which are to be found in this part of the living environment; thinking out how to guide the children to find answers to these problems and questions, that is, to practise and develop process skills; and planning ways to help the children to organize their observations and learning so that instead of being content with isolated findings, they seek to connect the ideas they form into relationships and conceptual patterns of understanding. When teacher and children discuss their work (what they say, what they did, why they did it, and what they observed and concluded), relationships of cause and effect, of dominance of one thing over another, of physical influence, of parental care, of interference, etc., can be pointed out.

**AN EXAMPLE: PREPARING FOR WORK ON A ‘MINIFIELD’**

A minifield is a piece of ground which is chosen because it looks interesting for some reason or other, and is marked out using string, sticks or a hoop. It is usually about one square metre in area.

To identify what preparation is needed by a teacher, let us first anticipate what children will be doing when working on their minifield. They will probably find a variety of plants in different stages of growth, and of varying size and appearance. They can
count the number of individual plants of the same kind and the number of different kinds that are found. They can map the topographical position of plants of the same kind within the minifield and so record spatial relationships among the plants and other features. They can find which plant dominates, either by occurring most, or by its size. By then they will already have started to establish certain relationships, either spontaneously or with prompting from their teacher. A question as to whether the dominating plant seems to have an influence on the others can start the children looking for a different type of relationship, such as might explain why a patch of ground (perhaps under the spreading flat leaves of a common dandelion in a lawn) is bare.

If the children are to develop the skills and attitudes for noticing and investigating these sorts of occurrences and develop the habit of using observations and predictions to develop understanding, then they need the encouragement of their teacher. This can take the form of things being pointed out or a question which sets them reasoning. The best preparation for this role is for the teacher to have experienced personally the exploration of similar mini-fields and to have discussed the significance of what they have done and found with others. Thus the activities to be found under the title ‘Children and their Environment’ (Chapter 15) should be undertaken by teachers in the first place. Teachers who have never done such activities before should do them a number of times in different situations.

Once familiar with the general possibilities of minifields, the particular patches of ground to be studied at a particular time must be surveyed before children are taken to work on them. This enables the teacher to think of appropriate questions and problems for the children to undertake.

Studies of minifields by teachers, during in-service or pre-service courses, have a twofold benefit. The teachers can approach the study at their own level, since challenges exist at any level of intellectual engagement when investigations begin. At the same time, they can consider how children might engage with the minifield and how the various points of interest might be brought to the attention of the children. Activities at both these levels have added value when discussed with others. Questions such as the following might form the agenda for a critical review of this experience.

**About the educational value of studying a minifield**

What science process skills can be practised in this study? What did you learn yourself in terms of skills and concepts and what might children learn? What additional investigable questions can be raised from the observations? Does the record made (map or description of findings) adequately represent what was done and found? Was there sufficient evidence on which to base a reliable conclusion? Was there sufficient challenge and interest to motivate activity to answer questions? Is such a detailed study of a minifield capable of leading to the grasp of the complexities of a community of living things? Does focusing on a minifield distract from a more comprehensive view of an area or give significance to features which might otherwise be missed?

**About the organization of studying a minifield**
Did you have everything you needed? In what way was it best to define the boundary of the minifield and what would be the best size? Was the time allocated for the activity sufficient? How long might children sustain work on the area? What instructions beforehand would be necessary? What information beforehand would be helpful?

About follow-up work

What can be done with the information obtained? How suitable is mapping the area as a means of recording findings? What can be done with the records would it be useful to put them together to represent a larger area or to make comparisons between one area and another?

Personal experience of the challenge of investigation and of the subsequent discussion helps teachers to gain confidence in planning learning activities for children. The activities can also be more carefully targeted for different groups of children. The youngest children (up to 7 or 8) might for example best take a hoop to define their areas, throwing it down almost anywhere and then counting the flowers caught in its area. They might be asked whether all the flowers look the same. The question then turns to how many different kinds there are, leading the children to look more closely at the distinguishing features of plants. In doing so they will find small creatures crawling underneath, making the whole place one of interest and discovery.

Small children have difficulty confining their attention to the area within their hoop, but this does not matter because the purpose is for the children to observe carefully, to distinguish between living things and to begin to realize the variety of living things in even a small area.

Older children can be more systematic, listing what they find in their minifield and finding which is the most frequently occurring and how this one seems to dominate. This is an introduction to the study of a community where concepts of competition, dominance and interdependence can be formed.

Useful extensions of minifield work include establishing some characteristics of particular woodland or of a meadow, or a moor, and finding out how seasonal differences influence a particular area, which may be represented by one or more minifields. In respect to the former, data from a number of minifields studied by different groups within these areas can be combined to reveal the general and common characteristics. This adds importance to accurate description, mapping and the collection of samples. As for the latter extension, the observations need to be made in the same minifields at different times of the year and the records have to be accurate enough for reliable comparisons to he made later. Children will then learn not only about the seasonal changes but also the skills of accurate observation and recording.

MORE WORK IN THE LIVING ENVIRONMENT

The principles of what has been discussed for working with minifields apply equally to other activities described in ‘Children and their Environment’. Using basically the same techniques, these other activities lead to more comprehensive results and more widely applicable concepts and generalizations.
In the exercise ‘A Biofield in Layers’ several groups choose the same area for study but each group confines itself to a definite layer or level above (and if appropriate) below the ground.

‘Working on a Transect takes a step beyond the close community of living things in a minifield. A transect cuts a narrow path across a larger area, it is usually marked out by string between two points which are anything from 2 to 5 metres apart. It is most interesting if the transect cuts across one or more transitions in the vegetation. The idea is to investigate a narrow strip of ground, some 20 cm wide along the string, rather as if it were a long, narrow minifield. Because of its shape there is more variation along it and the changes in vegetation can often be related to visible conditions such as the composition of the soil, the exposure to wind or sunshine, the slope of the land, or the influence of humans in passing over it or cultivating it.

The concepts of ‘vegetation’ and ‘flora and fauna’ are rather abstract and begin to have meaning through a number of experiences in the field. Vegetation is more than the plant cover of an area. It gives the landscape (or elements of a landscape such as an embankment, the verge of a lane or the edge of a pond) its own colour and character. It is influenced by the prevailing physical conditions and by the activities of creatures living in it. Studying a transect in relation to certain questions which lead children to think about the things which are there and which influence them will help children towards the more abstract concepts. Examples of such questions are but every transect will call for its own specific questions. It is a good idea to practise adapting these questions to suit the particular area being studied during a preparatory survey of the ground.

Questions used in field-work are of a special nature: they do not call for immediate answers; they call for a response which is in terms of doing - looking, probing, comparing and thinking (cf. action questions). What will be expressed in words as ‘answers’ depends entirely on the quality of the actions. Most likely questions, even if they are answered by doing something, also act as triggers for more questions, either in the field or later when the work is continued in the classroom.

NAMING NAMES

Teachers may fear undertaking field studies because they realize that they are not familiar with the names of the plants and animals which will be encountered. It is a mistake to think that knowing names is a requirement for studying living things. Nothing could be less true for it is no handicap in handling real living things.

Two points may help. First, one’s own everyday knowledge need not be underestimated; it may be based on popular knowledge, unscientific and patchy, but it is a start. It enables one to distinguish between trees, shrubs and weeds. Everybody readily recognizes almost all species belonging to the largest plant family - grass. Many are familiar with the common local names given to plants and animals which are found in a particular spot. Second, adding a descriptive adjective to a well-known general name works wonders in helping communication.

One can observe what things are like, how they behave towards one another, what their distinguishing features are and how they struggle for survival in their environment, but one cannot observe their name. So knowing names is not ‘knowing’ the living things
themselves. Nevertheless, it is worth-while becoming familiar with the common names of the plants and animals which occur frequently in the neighbourhood. This can be done gradually, by asking people who know the names or by using an identification key or flora. Children can use certain versions of these references so that they learn the skills of ‘looking things up’. Although this can be fascinating and satisfying, it must be remembered that naming plants and animals is only relevant in relation to communicating with other people, not in relation to communicating with the plant or animal itself.

Chapter 10
Assessment as part of teaching

Introduction

This chapter, the first of two on assessment, is mainly concerned with informal assessment, an essential part of teaching (Chapter 11 deals with formal assessment, tests and examinations, important because they frequently dominate the curriculum).

First, however, there are some introductory points about assessment in general and assessment in science in particular.

We begin with the following definition of assessment: ‘Assessment is a process of gathering information in which the actual evidence of performance is replaced by something which signifies a judgement of it. In the process of assessment some attempt is made to apply a standard or criterion to the information.’

There are three points to make about this definition. First, it draws attention to the existence of a wide range of ways of gathering information about children’s performance. Testing is just one of the possible ways, but there are many others. Thus assessment does not mean testing; testing is just one way of carrying out assessment. Second, in assessment the actual performance (the piece of work or what a child said or did) is replaced by something which indicates a judgement on it. This ‘something’ might be a mark, a comment, a grade or even a smile or a frown. Only what replaced it then exists and necessarily some of the information in the original performance is lost. In contrast, if the actual performance could be preserved (the piece of work or a video recording of what children did and said) then the whole information is retained. However, we have to allow assessment to replace the actual performance let obvious practical reasons. Third, the standards or criteria used as a basis for making the judgement can be of different kinds leading to assessment which is norm-referenced - where the standard of judgement is what the average child can do; or criterion-referenced - where the judgement is in terms of whether what a child does meets certain criteria, irrespective of how others perform; or child-referenced - where the judgement is based on expectations of the individual child.

Child-referenced assessment enables a teacher to reward signs of progress whether or not the pupil is behind others or meets certain performance criteria. It has an important role in feedback to the pupil. However, it cannot be used where pupils are being compared with each other or where decisions are being made about where children are in
progress towards common goals. Norm-referenced assessment is not the best choice in these circumstances because it does not give information about what children can or cannot do. Where this is required, criterion-referencing is most helpful.

**Purposes of assessment**

Children are assessed at various times for different reasons. The purposes fall into three main categories, although these can be sub-divided: (a) diagnostic (sometimes called ‘formative’) - for identifying problems and points of progress so that appropriate next steps may be planned; (b) summarizing achievement (summative) - for reporting formally on what pupils have achieved at certain stages of schooling (such as end of year or end of the primary phase); and (c) monitoring standards of the school - for enabling evaluation of some parts of the work of the school or of schools in a region. The first of these purposes is the subject of this chapter and the second of the next. Assessment for evaluative purposes does not affect the individual child and will not be discussed further.

**The importance of assessment as part of teaching**

The need to find out children’s ideas, skills and attitudes follows from the view of learning which underpins this book (see Chapter 1) and which can be summed up by the old adage ‘start from where the child is’. Another way of expressing the same idea is in terms of ‘matching’, that is, providing experiences for children which present just the right amount of challenge.

There has to be the right mixture of the familiar and the novel, the right match to the stage of learning the child has reached. If the material is too familiar or the learning skills too easy, children will become inattentive and bored. If too great maturity is demanded of them, they fall back on half-remembered formulae and become concerned only to give the reply the teacher wants. Children can think and form concepts, so long as they work at their own level, and are not made to feel that they are failures.

Some further good reasons for ‘matching’ can be added to those given in this quotation. First, those theories of learning (including those of Piaget, Bruner and Ausubel) suggest that if a new experience is too far beyond the reach of a child’s present ideas then the child not only fails to make sense of it but also misses a chance of advancing his or her ways of thinking. Second, arguments in favour of matching come from considering what happens in its absence. When there is frequent mismatching, children don’t learn what is intended but they do learn that school is either boring or bewildering, a place where they can never seem to do what is expected of them. This sets up a vicious circle where failure is expected and children may develop negative attitudes. The reverse can happen when activities are matched to children’s ideas and skills. Then the children can make sense of their experiences and gain pleasure from extending their skills and understanding. Positive attitudes to both self and school are then more likely to be formed, supporting further learning.

**Common objectives and individual routes in learning**
Misgivings are often expressed about the practicality of ‘starting from where the child is’, particularly when it is agreed that there are common objectives for all children. Does it mean that each child has to be treated individually? This seems impossible. How can we reconcile the need to move towards the objectives of learning (sometimes expressed in a mandatory curriculum) with the idea of taking children’s ideas as a starting-point?

Objectives which are expressed as what is to be achieved at the end of a year or phase of schooling present no real conflict. They do not suggest what - has to be reached in each lesson and so can be regarded as ‘staging posts’ on a journey. They are fairly widely spaced locations (represented by asterisks in the diagram below) and do not determine the path from one to another. They indicate the direction in which to travel but not the route.

A child’s route from one point to the next will be far from linear; indeed, it may not always appear to be in the direction of intended progress:

![Diagram showing a child's route](image)

Each child’s route can be different but still lead in the direction of progression towards later objectives in development of concepts and skills.

When new children are received by a teacher, or a new topic started, the children may be at a range of different positions, A, B, C, etc. From each of these starting-points the teacher can begin from where the child is and help the child make his or her way in the direction of progress:

![Diagram showing child's route](image)

The teacher uses assessment as part of teaching to find where children are to begin with and to monitor the route they are taking.

This model describes how children make their own way in the general direction of progress. Because each child does this in an individual way (because each is an individual with unique prior experience and ways of thinking) does not mean that each child has to have an individually tailored set of activities. Children will make different sense of the same activities and their ideas and skills should be constantly monitored. The teacher who has information about the varying points of progress of the children will adjust the help given to and the demands made on individual children accordingly.

Assessing children’s ideas and concepts as part of teaching

The sources of information about children’s performance are their actions (what they do or say) or the products of their work (what they write, draw, make or set up). Both sources give relevant information about children’s ideas but the products give a more permanent form of information, which can be considered some time after their creation, whereas actions have to be assessed on the spot.
Products are more appropriate for the assessment of children’s concepts than for process skills and attitudes. However, both products and actions can and should wherever possible be used in assessment of all aspects of development, since it is not difficult to realize that either source alone is insufficient. For example, it is not always possible to be sure from what children do whether their action had the purpose we might ascribe to it, but this could perhaps be checked from a written account. Similarly, what a child may write or draw can be open to various interpretations and it is often not possible to be sure what is meant without talking to the child about the product.

The key to gaining useful information about children’s ideas from the products of their work is to set the tasks with this in mind. The task should give an open-ended invitation to express what the child thinks is happening, for example these drawings produced by a child aged 8 and one aged 10 when the class were studying some incubating hen’s eggs. The teacher asked the children to draw what the children thought the inside of the egg would look like if they could see inside. There is a great deal about these children’s different ideas about growth and development which can be inferred from these drawings. Both, however, realize that the young inside is a chicken and so have the idea of a life-cycle.

Another eight-year-old wrote her ideas as follows:

(If I could see through an egg shell it would look like a very little yellow chick.)

Asking children to make predictions about what they think will happen in an investigation when they are setting it up is a useful way of revealing their ideas. In the
next examples, children were studying the evaporation of water. This ten-year-old hung up some ‘washing’ to dry on a clothes-line and predicted:

(I think that the water will run to the bottom and will drop on the floor until it dries.)

Children can also be challenged to use their ideas to say how a particular change can be brought about. When asked if they thought you could make water evaporate more quickly, one reply was: ‘I think you can if you boil it to steam, it will go faster.’

Other children replied that you could not make it go any faster, indicating that they had little grasp of the cause of evaporation but just thought it happened ‘naturally’. Similarly revealing are answers to how you could slow down the evaporation: ‘By putting a piece of glass covering it and it will last longer because it can’t get out.’

This technique can readily be applied to almost any event children are studying as the following examples show. Ideas about friction, when studying how much force it takes to pull one surface over another: ‘What could you do to make it easier/more difficult to pull it across?’ Idea about the pitch of sound when blowing across bottles filled to different levels with water: ‘How could you make a lower/higher sound?’ Ideas about what makes things float; ‘How can you make a floating object sink, or a sinking object float?’ Ideas about current in a simple circuit: ‘How could you make the bulb light more/less brightly?’

Thus, in summary, there is a range of questions which the teacher can ask which lead to children either expressing their ideas explicitly or implying ideas in the predictions or suggestions they make. The general forms of these questions are as follows. What do you think is happening when . . . ? How do you think . . . works? How do you think . . . happens? What do you think will happen if . . . ? Could we make . . . happen more quickly/slowly, more/less easily? How do you think we could make . . . happen? In all cases the questions are part of normal activities and not posed as ‘tests’. Children learn a great deal from these challenges and even from the necessity of expressing their ideas either in words or drawings.

USING CONCEPT MAPS

Another technique for gaining access to children’s ideas is through asking them to draw concept maps.

A concept map is a schematic relationship between concepts. Take, for example, the two words ‘flower’ and ‘petals’. These two words can be related to each other by the use of a thinking word or phrase:
The arrow indicates the direction of the relationship - flower has petals, not petals has flower.

When several propositions indicated in this way are linked together the result is a concept map.

Maps drawn by children can be analysed to give information about the ideas the children have about relationships between things. The following example was drawn by a six-year-old child using the words from the list on the left (which had all become familiar from studying the growth of different seeds).

Any relationships can, of course be the basis for concept maps. Here is a girl’s map about shapes:

It is a good idea drawing a concept map yourself if you have never done so. Try making a map of the following words: hot, cold, temperature, thermometer, air, candle, oven, burn, metal, plastic, insulation.

If you compare your map with that of others you will find that no two are the same. This emphasizes the point that there are no ‘correct’ concept maps but each says something about how the person thinks about the relationships. You are probably aware that drawing the map makes you think hard and this is the same for children. They enjoy drawing concept maps and the result provides the opportunity for the informal assessment of their understanding in a particular topic.
One use of concept maps is to ask children to draw one of the words relating to a topic which is about to be started. Looking at the connections they make can give the teacher information about what they already know and assist in planning activities. Concept maps can also be used at the end of a topic to show what ideas the children have after relevant activities. Of course, they can be used both before and after, indicating changes in the children’s ideas.

**Assessing process skills and attitudes as part of teaching**

Children’s ability to use process skills can sometimes be inferred from their writing or oral descriptions of their investigations. However, their writing rarely includes details of how they carried out the investigation and often leaves much to be clarified. This example of a child’s description of investigations with a string telephone is typical of the ambiguous way primary children express themselves: ‘We went into the corridor and took the string telephone with us. We held the cup tightly and we spoke into the cup and we could hear very clearly and when we bent we could not hear properly.’

It is not clear what ‘we bent’ means (round a corner or just letting the string go slack?) and whether or not other factors were kept the same when the ‘bending’ was tried.

This ambiguity is avoided by observing what happens as the investigation takes place. This need not mean watching intently everything a child does (and worrying about what all the others are doing meanwhile!) for, with planning, the significant parts of an activity can be identified and selectively observed. Moreover, if a teacher arrives at a group when a significant part of an investigation has just been carried out, it can often be ‘replayed’ by asking the children to show what they did. So all is not lost when unexpected occurrences prevent a teacher from observing how a particular part of an investigation was done.

To focus observation, it is helpful to have a check-list, which has to be as much in the mind as on paper. Although the items in the examples here are expressed in general terms, not specific to any particular content, they will not necessarily all be relevant to every investigation. But the opportunity can be taken, observing particular skills when they are being used.

It will not be possible in any one session to gather information about all the children. It is best to select one group as the ‘target’ for assessment in a particular session. These children should remain unaware of being chosen and the teacher should interact normally with all the children in the class. The ‘targeting’ means that the teacher will be observing this group with the items of the check-list in mind, trying to record what is observed for the children in the group as soon as possible after the event. The record may be a simple indication of ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each item together with a note about the particular activity being undertaken.

**A SIMPLE CHECK-LIST FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN**

This list focuses on the skills of observing, communicating and simple interpretation, and includes some items relating to attitudes.
1. Was at least one relevant observation made (indicated by something said or put on paper)?
2. Was something drawn or described clearly enough for it to be identified by someone else?
3. Were differences between things or from one time to another noticed?
4. Was one thing compared with another?
5. Were questions asked about what they observed?
6. Were ideas suggested, perhaps in answer to their own questions?
7. Was some interpretation made of findings by associating one factor with another?
8. Were perseverance and patience shown?
9. Were ideas shared with others?
10. Were tasks shared co-operatively?

A CHECK-LIST FOR OBSERVING OLDER CHILDREN
1. Were relevant aspects of the phenomenon observed in the initial stages?
2. Was the problem understood?
3. Was the investigation set up so that one variable was changed at a time?
4. Was at least one variable controlled (for fairness)?
5. Was the variable to be measured or compared identified?
6. Were measurements made either in setting up the investigation or later?
7. Were measuring instruments used to the accuracy of the nearest division?
8. Was at least one relevant observation made?
9. Was an adequate set of observations/measurements made?
10. Were any simple instruments used to aid observation?
11. Were results recorded appropriately at the time?
12. Were patterns or regularities in the results noticed?
13. Were actions carried out in a useful sequence?
14. Were any results checked / repeated?
15. Were generalized and justified conclusions drawn?
16. Were hypotheses proposed to explain findings?
17. Were further investigable questions raised?
18. Were sources of error identified?
19. Was perseverance shown?
20. Were ideas shared with others?
21. Were other’s ideas acknowledged?
22. Were tasks shared co-operatively?
Since only a few children can be assessed in this way in any session, the teacher should choose other children as ‘targets’ in later sessions. It does not matter, for the purposes that we are concerned with in this chapter, that the assessment is made when children are working on different tasks and investigations. Over time, the teacher would observe all the children in several different activities and so would be able to judge the extent to which the skills were being used generally or only for certain activities. In the latter case, this finding would be important information about the children concerned and the teacher would then be able to find out what it was about certain activities that encouraged the children to use skills which they did not use in other situations. This is using the information diagnostically, as intended.

Planning for assessment

Several times we have made reference to the need to plan assessment as part of activities. This is essential if it is to have the diagnostic, formative function described here. It cannot be added as an afterthought.

When activities are planned and put into operation there are usually several stages:

Outline planning of activities takes place within the framework of the school programme which may in turn be related to a national curriculum.

SCHOOL PROGRAMME

The teacher plans the class programme first at a general level, where type of topic and relationship between science and other areas of the curriculum are planned.

GENERAL PLANNING

Then there is specific planning of starting points and possible follow-up activities when materials and other resources needed are specified.

SPECIFIC PLANNING

The plan is then implemented.

IMPLEMENTING

Including assessment as part of teaching is an important addition to this series of planning steps. It requires planning for gathering information about the children’s ideas, skills and attitudes as part of the specific planning and the Bothering of information part of the implementation. It also adds a further step of reflection (aided by record-keeping), leading to feedback into earlier steps.

The process becomes cyclic as a result of the feedback and each time assessment is used to give information about any change in ideas it is also giving information which is an input into later activities.
Chapter 11
Formal assessment of scientific concepts and skills

Introduction

In this chapter we are considering the kind of assessment which was described as ‘summative’. In contrast with the assessment considered in the last chapter, it is formal and takes place at intervals, not all the time.

Such assessment may be used to determine pupils’ progress from class to class, for selection purposes or for reporting on achievements. Sometimes it is based on a test set within the school, sometimes on an externally set examination.

In all these cases the result is seen to be important for the children and often for the reputation of the school. This high profile ensures that the nature and content of the test has a weighty influence on the curriculum.

In practice this means that what is assessed is what is taught. However valuable other objectives may be seen to be in theory, if children are assessed mainly on the facts they can recall, and then in practice in the main they will be taught facts.

The burden on developing tests which assess the full range of objectives is therefore clear. If process-based activities are to flourish and if children are to develop understanding and not just factual recall, then processes and understanding must be assessed.
As we have seen in the last chapter, this assessment is best carried out through a combination of observing practical work and analysing the products of children’s work. However, it is not realistic to suppose that practical work can be included in formal assessment, where many children have to be tested at the same time under comparable conditions. In practice it is recognized that the assessment for formal purposes will be in the form of written tests for some time to come.

Much can be done, however, to produce test questions which assess process skills and understanding. The use of these by teachers and test developers will encourage active learning rather than perpetuating rote learning.

Questions which test understanding of scientific concepts

The factor which makes the essential difference between assessing understanding and assessing recall is that in the former ideas have to be used not merely stated.

Contrast the following two questions, both related to ideas about dis-solving:

Look at the following examples and decide which assess recall only and which assess understanding through application.

Which of these dissolves in water?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sand</th>
<th>salt</th>
<th>cement</th>
<th>chalk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

David and John put equal amounts of dry sand, soil, grit and salt in four funnels.

They wanted to find out how much water each one would soak up. So they poured 100 ml of water into each one.

This worked all right until they came to the salt. When they poured the water in almost all the salt disappeared.

Why do you think the salt disappeared but the other solids did not?

I think this might be because . . .

The question on the left can be answered by recalling the fact that salt dis-solves, but the meaning of ‘dissolve’ does not have to be understood. To answer the question on the right, it is still necessary to know that salt dissolves but, in addition, this fact has to be applied in a way which involves understanding of the meaning of dissolve. Because the
word ‘dissolve’ is not used in the question the child has to connect it to the event described.

Look at the following examples and decide which assess recall only and which assess understanding through application.

1. The beaks are different to make the birds easily recognized?
2. There is no reason for the difference, it just happens?
3. The beaks are different because the birds eat different foods?

(a) Which two of these would you expect to eat the same kind of food?

b) Why do you think they might eat the same kind of food? Because

How fast do snails go?
To find this out John and Pamela put four snails down next to each other and marked their trails.
They put a cross (x) where each snail had reached after 30 seconds.
(a) Which snail went fastest?
(b) If snail C went on at the same speed for another 15 seconds how far would it go beyond x?

The SPEED of a moving object means:
how far it goes O
how much force it has O
how long it goes on moving O
how far it goes in a certain time O
none of these O

To create questions that test understanding it is useful to think in terms of some general types of problems that can be set and then to translate these into questions relating to the concepts which are to be tested.

Some useful general types of question can be described in terms of the tasks they set for the children: to put given events (presented out of order) into a sequence using a scientific concept; to describe a relationship between given things in terms of a scientific concept; to give (or select) an explanation of the event which is described using a scientific concept; to make (or select) a prediction about a given situation using a scientific concept; and to make (or select) a prediction and give a reason for it.

Study the examples which follow and try to identify each in terms of these general types.

These are all stages in the life of a frog, but they are jumbled up.

Write the letters of the pictures in the order in which they happen
A food chain shows how different living things depend on each other for food. The sign B — A means that B eats A.

Below are listed five load chains but one is not possible.

Tick in the box next to the food chair which is not possible.

- STOAT—RABBIT—GRASS
- OWL—THRUSH—CATERPILLAR—MUSHROOM
- FROG—LADYBIRD—GREENFLY
- BLACKBIRD—BUTTERFLY—PANSY—MOSQUITO
- MAN—PIKE—PERCH—MINNOW—WATER FLEA

(a) The dotted line shows where the surface of the water is in this watering can. Draw a line to show where the surface is in the spout.

(b) The watering can is lipped so that the water just begins to drip through the spout. Draw a line to show where the surface of the water is now.

a) When did Micky’s truck have the most energy? Tick in the box next to the one you choose.

A Before it was wound up?
B After it had been wound up?
C When it was moving along?
D When it had stopped?
Same all the time
(b) Give the reason for choosing the one you did. Because ............... 

In some of these drawings the wires are connected so that the bulb will light up when the switch is pressed. Put a tick under all the drawings where you think the bulb will light up.
Now try creating one question of each type which would test the following ideas. Choose the type which seems best suited to the idea. You may want to create more than one question for each idea.

- Air fills the space around us.
- The moon circles the Earth, reflecting light from the sun.
- When an object is not moving, the forces acting on it are equal and opposite.
- Friction is a force which commonly opposed motion.
- Sounds are produced by vibrating objects and can travel through materials.

Assessing science process skills
Some effective questions can be created for assessing some process skills on paper. For the reasons given in the introduction, it is important for process skills to be represented in tests if they are objectives of the curriculum. However, it must be acknowledged that not all process skills can be assessed in written questions and some can be only partially covered. In particular it is not possible to include designing and making and manipulating materials and equipment since these must involve practical work. Nor is it valid to attempt to assess attitudes on paper. These limitations must be borne in mind when considering the following.

The key factor in assessing process skills is to create a situation in which the pupil has to use (not describe or recognize) the process skill involved.

Study the following series of questions about shadows.

Some children made a ‘sundial’ using a stick pushed through a large sheet of paper, like this:

![Sundial diagram]

They set it up outside on a sunny day and marked the shadows on the paper at different times of the day.

A. Measure the shadow length from the drawing here and write the time and length in this table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time of day</th>
<th>Length of shadow in cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.30 am</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. At 4 p.m. it was cloudy, so there was no shadow. Draw in on the drawing the shadow for 4 p.m. as you think it would have been.

C. Write down how you decided where and how to draw the shadow.
This series of questions assesses different process skills but makes use of the same context. Question A requires children to measure the lines on the drawing on their page. It also involves them in using a table for communicating their results. Question B asks the children to make a prediction and question C requires them to identify the patterns and relationships which can be seen in the lengths of line in the drawing. Note that these things can all be done without knowing about shadows and indeed even having done such an activity before would not be of much help in answering these questions.

Some of the guidelines for creating process-based questions are exemplified here: describe a situation which is familiar to the children but in which the details are unique; give a task which can only be attempted by using a process skill and avoid problems where the answer could be provided by recall.

As in the case of assessing understanding of concepts it is useful to think of general types of question which can be used for each process skill. The descriptions of these types can be readily derived from the process skill indicators since these were expressed in terms of what children would be doing when using the process skills. The selection has to be made keeping in mind what can be done in the context of a written task.

General types of question for each skill are given on the following pages, followed by some examples.

Try to match the examples to the types of question and then create more questions for each process skill.
OBSERVING

Types of task:
- to use the senses to gather information;
- to find similarities and differences between objects;
- to match objects to a given description.

Look at the drawings of a spider and a crane-fly.
Find three ways in which you can tell *from the drawings* that they are the same as each other and three ways in which they are different from each other.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Same</th>
<th>Different</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. . . .</td>
<td>1. . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. . . .</td>
<td>2. . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. . . .</td>
<td>3. . . .</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this question you have to use the PLANT KEY below to help you find the *names* of these three plants. This is how *you* use the key.

Start with Plant 1 and the question at the top of the key. Answer this question and then follow the arrow from your answer to the next question.
Follow the arrows until you come to the name of Plant 1. Write its name at (a). Now do the same for Plants 2 and 3. Remember to start at the top of the key for each plant.
(a) Plant 1 is ..............................................................
(b) Plant 2 is ..............................................................
(c) Plant 3 is ..............................................................

PLANT KEY

RAISING QUESTIONS
This is difficult to assess on paper and there is really only one type of task:
• to suggest questions about a given situation which can be answered by investigation.

Sam put a drop of black ink on a piece of blotting paper and then a few drops of water. The ink separated into different colours.
If you had different kinds of paper and different colours of ink, what questions could you investigate? Suggest two questions.

........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

Pete and Jo built some walls out of blocks of wood. The ‘bricks’ were arranged in different patterns in the two walls.

What other questions about walls could you investigate using the blocks and the other things Pete and Jo had?

FINDING PATTERNS AND RELATIONSHIPS
Types of task:
• to describe a pattern of relationship in given data;
• to check a possible relationship against given evidence;
• to distinguish between a conclusion based on evidence and an inference that goes beyond it.

When we cut across the trunk of a tree
What do you notice about the heights of the trees and the rings in the trunks?
......................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................

Julian made a model bridge out of two blocks of wood and a piece of card.

He measured the span in cm and counted the number of 2p coins the bridge could support. Here are his results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Span in cm</th>
<th>Number of 2 pence coins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) What pattern do you notice between the span and the number of 2p coins the bridge could support? The pattern I notice is ..........

(b) How many 2p coins do you think the bridge would support when the span is 8 cm?
I think the bridge would support . . . . 2p coins.
Look at this picture of an apple tree in a field.

Read the statements below.
Tick the one which you can be most sure is true just by looking at the picture.

- The wind has knocked some apples off the tree
- There are apples on the ground and on the tree
- The apples on the tree are ready for picking
- The apples on the ground are bad
- The tree could not hold all its apples

HYPOTHESIZING

In this case the skill involves using concepts and previous knowledge and so there is some overlap with types of question which assess understanding. Here we give attention to types which emphasize the speculative aspect of hypothesizing.

Types of task:
- to explain a given observation in terms of a concept;
- to give more than one possible explanation of an event.

David’s garden slopes down to the village playing field. Some of the trees in the playing field have branches which overhang his garden.

David noticed that the rose bushes growing underneath these branches were much taller than the rose bushes growing at the top of the garden.
David is puzzled. Can you suggest two reasons why the rose bushes might grow taller underneath the trees?

1. It could be because…………………………………………………………
2. It could be because…………………………………………………………

Walking along this footpath Thomas noticed that there was ivy growing on the trees but only round three-quarters of the trunk. None all the trees had ivy growing on the side nearest to the path.

Think of two different reasons why the ivy might grow only on some sides of the trees. Write the first at (a) and the second at (b).

(a) I think it might be because…………………………………………………………
(b) Or it might be because…………………………………………………………

John washed four handkerchiefs and hung them up in different places to dry. He wanted to see if the places made any difference to how quickly they dried,

(a) In which of these places do you think the handkerchief would dry quickest? Tick one of these:
   o In the corridor where it was cool and sheltered
   o In a warm room by a closed window
   o In a warm room by an open window
   o In a cool room by an open window
   o All the same

(b) What is your reason for ticking this one?

…………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………

Two blocks of ice the same size as each other were taken out of the freezer at the same time. One was left in a block and the other was crushed up.
It was noticed that the crushed ice melted more quickly than the block. 
Why do you think this was?
I think it was because ………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………….

DEVISING AND PLANNING INVESTIGATIONS
Types of task:
• to describe how to carry out a whole investigation of a given problem;
• to identify the variables which have to be changed and those which have to be 
  controlled in carrying out a given investigation;
• to identify what is to be measured or compared in a given investigation;
• to say how the results of a given investigation can be used to solve the ori-ginal 
  problem.

Michael made some lemonade using this recipe:

4 litres of water
2 lemons
500 g of sugar
5 g of dried yeast
Then someone told him that the fizziness depends on the amount of sugar you put in.
When Michael next made some lemonade he wanted to test whether this was true.
(a) What should he change in the recipe?..............................................................
(b) What should he not change?..............................................................................

Suppose you are going to make a chopping board to use for cutting bread or chopping 
vegetables or meat.
You have to decide which is the best kind of wood to use.

You have blocks of four different kinds of wood (A, B, C, D) and you can use any of the things in the picture below to do some tests on them. (You don’t have to use all the things.)

What would you do to:

Test the blocks to find out which kind of wood is best for making a chopping board.

PREDICTING

Types of task:

• to use evidence as a basis for saying what might happen (not by guessing) in cases where evidence has not been gathered;

• to make a prediction and explain how it was arrived at.

Planets move round the sun

Look at the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>Distance from the sun</th>
<th>Time for one trip round the sun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>58 million km</td>
<td>88 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Venus  108 million km  225 days
Earth  150 million km  1 year
Jupiter  780 million km  12 years
Uranus  2,870 million km  84 years
Neptune  4,500 million km  165 years

(a) There is another planet not in this table. It is about 1,430 million km from the sun. About how long do you think it will take this planet to make one trip round the sun? Tick in the box next to the one you choose:
- 10 years
- 100 years
- 100 days
- 30 years
- 300 days

(b) Why do you think it will take this time? Because ..................................................

In India, farmers often clear the forests to plant crops. At first they get a heavy harvest, but this gets less year by year. Then they add fertilizer, and the total weight of crops in the harvest improves, because the fertilizer puts back in the soil some of the things plants need to grow. The bar graph below shows the yearly harvest in one area.

![Bar graph showing yearly harvest](image)

Draw on the graph what you think the harvest might have been in:
(a) 1967, with no fertilizer applied
(b) 1968, with no fertilizer applied
(c) 1969, with fertilizer applied
MEASURING AND CALCULATING

Types of task:

• to measure in a given situation using appropriate units to a suitable degree of accuracy;
• to compute results from raw data.

The times of high tide at a certain place at the seaside are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morning</strong></td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Afternoon</strong></td>
<td>18.35</td>
<td>19.25</td>
<td>20.15</td>
<td>21.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What time is there between the two tides on Monday?

What time is there between the morning tide on Wednesday and the morning tide on Thursday?

Write in the table what the times of the two tides will be on Friday,

If each square is 1 cm x 1 cm, what is the area of this leaf?

This shows the plan of a netball court. The distances along two sides are marked out in paces.
COMMUNICATING EFFECTIVELY

Types of task:
• to put given results into the form of charts, graphs, tables, etc.;
• to read information given in the form of charts, graphs, tables, etc.;
• to decide the best way of presenting information of a certain kind.

Richard measured his bean plant every week so that he could see how last it was growing.

He started (0 weeks) when it was just 5 cm high.
These were the heights for the first 4 weeks:
0 weeks: 5 cm
1 week: 15 cm
2 weeks: 30 cm
3 weeks: 40 cm
4 weeks: 45 cm Draw a graph to show how the height changed with time.
Some children measured a stream. They called one side A and the other side B. They found out how wide the stream was. They also found out how deep the water was below the surface. They made a graph with their results.

Distance from side A (metres)
Use the graph to help you answer these questions:
(a) How wide is the stream?
(b) How deep is the stream at the deepest point shown?
(c) How far from side A would you need to go to get a depth of 35 cm?

To raise butterflies, you need their eggs and their food, and a cage to keep them in. (The food must be fresh.)
There is some information about different kinds of butterflies below.
Use the table to help you answer these questions:

(a) What is the food plant of the swallowtail butterfly?

(b) Which butterfly’s eggs take the longest to hatch?

(c) One butterfly lays red-brown eggs. The colour of its pupa is

---

**Chapter 12**

**Evaluating learning opportunities in science for all pupils**

**Introduction**

Teaching is an activity in which aspirations can never be fully achieved; there is always room for improvement. Without inducing a sense of failure, we must admit that none of us is perfect. Recognizing this, most teachers look for ways in which they can improve the help they give to children’s learning.

Often there is a general ‘feel’ for whether things are going well, whether children are responding in the way hoped and whether they are learning. But to take action aimed at improving learning opportunities for the children requires a teacher to be more specific and to look at particular aspects of the classroom provision and interactions in a diagnostic way.

This chapter provides a means of self-evaluation which teachers can use at those points when they ask themselves ‘how good a job am I doing?’ It presents three check-lists relating to the children’s activities, the children’s way of engaging with the activities, and the teacher’s actions and interactions with the children.

One of the concerns of teachers must be to ensure that as far as possible all children benefit from the learning activities which the classroom provides. Generally there will be some children who are clearly benefiting and this is satisfying for them and for the teacher. But are all children gaining as much as they could from the science activities? In particular, are the girls as active and questioning as the boys? Are there children who
avoid certain kinds of activity, for cultural or religious reasons? What about children whose first language is not the language of the classroom? What about those with learning difficulties?

All children have the right of access to learning in science and the aim (inevitably unattainable in full) is to provide learning experiences which challenge and provide some success for all. Teachers can be helped by being aware of some of the known problem areas. Girls commonly underachieve in science, particularly physical science, because of the male domination of the subject and the tendency to cater for boys’ interests in the kinds of activities provided. Different religious groups have different interpretations of certain topics in science. Children from ethnic minorities may feel excluded when it is assumed that the conventions of the majority are the ‘norm’ in studying topics such as food, clothing, health and energy sources. Children with language difficulties can be helped by providing a greater range of practical experiences so that they understand directly the meaning of words and develop an appropriate vocabulary more rapidly than through the usual mixture of practical activity and discussion. Children with learning difficulties require tasks structured and paced according to their needs. They can be given access to scientific ideas and skills at levels which are satisfying to them and help in their understanding of the world around.

The process of evaluation

Evaluation is the process of gathering information and making some judgements or decisions about it. In order to make the judgements or decisions, there have to be some standards or criteria with which the information is compared. So, for example, in deciding whether a car is roadworthy, there is a check-list of information which has to be gathered about its condition and performance, and there are criteria for deciding whether it reaches the standard required. Evaluation is not as clear-cut as this example may imply. We only have to think of evaluating things such as the performance of actors, or books or pieces of music, to realize that the ‘value’ which the word contains plays an important part in the process.

So it is necessary to guard against thinking that an evaluation has any absolute meaning; it is always dependent on the criteria used. It is, for instance, quite possible for a lesson to be judged successful if one set of criteria is used (perhaps about how clearly the teacher presented information to the class) but less so if a different set is used (perhaps about how active the pupils were in learning). This does not mean that evaluation is not useful; it simply means that we should be clear about the basis on which any judgement or decision is made.

The process of gathering information about teaching and considering it against criteria which reflect our values and objectives should be a central concern of teachers. It is certainly essential if improvements are to be made and the whole point is, of course, to make improvements, not simply to pass judgements. Thus the criteria used will reflect this purpose and the result of the evaluation will be that some action is taken to improve future teaching.

Given this purpose and the crucial part which the criteria play in it, the best way of evaluating aspects of teaching is for teachers themselves to draw up a list of what they
consider to be the ‘ideal’ characteristics. If there is the chance to do this, in a group with others, it is best done before reading the lists below.

Evaluating activities

Whether or not you have drawn up your own list, it is useful to consider what others have suggested as criteria for evaluating activities. The following list, which has originated in the work of teachers, will be of interest in this context, but should not be taken as having more weight than teachers’ own lists. Its use is in reviewing activities which have been carried out and those which are planned.

USING THE CRITERIA

In this case the criteria are expressed as questions which are asked about each activity. They can be applied to actual events, in activities in progress, or in thinking through possible activities in planning. Does the activity:

• give the opportunity for children to apply and develop their ideas about scientific concepts?
• give the opportunity for children to use and develop science process skills?
• encourage scientific attitudes?
• engage the interests of the children and relate to their everyday experience?
• appeal equally to boys and girls and to those of all cultural and religious backgrounds?
• provide experience of learning through interaction with things around?
• involve the use of simple and safe equipment and materials which are familiar to the children?
• involve resources which are readily available and strategies accessible to the teacher?
• involve children in working co-operatively and in combining their ideas?

TAKING ACTION

Clearly it is intended that the answers should be ‘yes’ to as many as possible of these questions. That will not happen for every activity and, for some, certain questions may not be relevant. However, where there are persistent negative judgements it is time to look more critically at the activities. Suggestions made in Chapter 3, for changing activities and in Chapters 5 and 6 for the activities which help in the development of concepts, skills and attitudes might well be revisited. Most help of all may come from the activities suggested in Pan Two which exemplify in detail activities which meet the above criteria. These might well be taken as a pattern for activities in other topics.

Evaluating children’s engagement with the activities

The concern here is with the interaction of children with the activities, not with what they have learned, which we considered in Chapters 10 and 11. The distinction is not all
that easy to make, for the two are closely connected. What we are looking for here, however, is whether the children are engaging in the experiences and doing the things which give them an opportunity to develop their ideas, skills and attitudes. Again, this list is an example for teachers to compare with what they might produce for themselves.

**USING THE CRITERIA**

For this purpose, the questions are asked of activities which have already taken place, over a period of time (perhaps a week or two). The idea is to reflect on whether each of these has been noticed. The answer 'yes' should only be accepted if there are specific examples to substantiate it. Did the children:

- handle materials and show by action or words that they had made observations about them?
- talk to each other in small groups about the things they were observing or investigating?
- ask questions which led to investigations?
- ask questions which indicated their interest in the way they were working or what they were finding out?
- talk freely to the teacher about what they found and what they thought about it?
- display their work and explain it to others?
- suggest ways of testing their ideas?
- discuss the meaning of words they or the teacher were using?
- consider a different view from their own and assess it on the basis of sound argument or evidence?
- carry out an investigation which they had taken part in planning?
- express justified criticism of the way in which an investigation was carried out?
- follow any instructions given to them orally or in writing without difficulty?
- make decisions for themselves about what to do?
- use equipment effectively and safely?
- measure something in setting up or finding results from an investigation?
- make a prediction based on their own ideas or findings?
- link observations in one situation to a relevant previous experience?
- show in some way that they were absorbed in their work and that it was important to them?
- use sources of information to answer factual questions?

**TAKING ACTION**

Whilst a ‘yes’ answer to these questions is desirable, there will clearly be situations and constraints which sometimes make such an answer impossible. Teachers will know, for example, whether it was the constraint of space and resources which, meant that
children did not have a chance to measure or use equipment. However, even in cases where there were constraints, the environment itself provides opportunities for scientific exploration, as suggested in Chapter 9, and those with ingenuity will find such opportunities within the classroom as well.

Many teachers will find that one of the greatest obstacles to providing opportunities for 'yes' answers to the questions in this list will be class size. The larger the class, the greater the noise of active learning. It just has to be accepted that a class which is busy learning science cannot be a quiet class. Learning science is not a matter of copying from the board or writing dictated notes or learning from a textbook. It is a matter of investigating, using ideas, sharing ideas, talking to and listening to others, and trying things out. There will be times which are quiet, when children are reflecting on and writing or drawing about what they have found. But the buzz of activity and discussion in groups is a must at some time.

Management skills are at a premium in large classes and science will stretch these skills. However, the teacher does not need to be in all places at once if: (a) the children know what they are doing (this doesn’t mean that they are not thinking for themselves; their task can be to come up with ideas, with questions, with plans for an investigation, to report to others); (b) the activity has been structured so that the group members have well-defined roles; and (c) routines are established in relation to collecting and replacing equipment.

If group work is regularly preceded and followed by whole-class discussion, with reports from groups (as suggested in Chapter 2, for instance), then children will take seriously the accomplishment of their group tasks. With very large classes, more time may have to be spent in whole-class discussion, but there must be group work to provide first-hand experience to feed this discussion.

The second massive obstacle to working in a way which meets these criteria is time. Commonly there is resistance in practice to process-based active learning because of the type of syllabus which teachers have to cover. Typically such syllabuses comprise a long list of specific content which children have to know. Teachers feel that they have to ensure that children know each element of this list and this is difficult because the very weight of the syllabus means that there is no chance for understanding. Thus the purpose of the syllabus is defeated by its character.

A review of these syllabuses generally shows that there is potential for accomplishing their real intentions in a way which is not as self-defeating as the existing form. They can be reorganized into far fewer items which identify the key concepts which it is important to learn with understanding because they apply to life. By contrast, many of the multitudes of separate facts which are listed have no relationship to the children’s environment. Nothing is lost in this reorganization, but much is gained in freeing the teacher to spend much more time on the important, generally applicable ideas. Although this adjustment is not something which individual teachers can do for themselves, they may help national curriculum centres and professional associations to take action.

Evaluating the teacher’s actions and interactions with the children
The third list applies to the teacher’s thinking and behaviour. Considering the activities in the same period of time as for the second list, teachers should ask themselves whether they have:

• provided opportunity for children to explore/play/interact informally with materials?
• encouraged children to ask questions?
• asked the children open questions which invited them to talk about their ideas?
• responded to questions by suggesting what the children might do to find out rather than providing a direct answer?
• provided sources of information suitable for helping the children to find out more about a topic?
• provided structured group tasks so that the children knew what they were to do?
• asked for writing, drawings or other products in which the children expressed their ideas about why something happened or behaved in a certain way?
• provided opportunity for children to present ideas or to describe their investigations to others?
• noticed children working well without help?
• kept silent and listened to the children talking?
• been aware of the children’s ideas about the materials, objects and events being studied?
• become aware of changes in children’s ideas from ones previously held?
• made interpretations of the children’s written or other products in terms of their ideas and skills?
• kept records of the children’s experience?
• assessed and kept records of the ideas and skills shown by the children?
• used the records of children’s experiences and progress in planning further activities?
• talked to the children about the progress they are making in their learning?
• considered and guarded against bias in activities which may disadvantage children on account of their gender, ethnic origin, religion, language or physical disability?

The questions in this list are perhaps the most value-based of the three lists given here. They imply a role for the teacher in learning which is quite different from the traditional role as source of information. This role is consistent with the kind of learning which is the message of this book. We have to prepare our children for a rapidly changing world where they need not only to be able to apply present knowledge to new circumstances but to know how to extend their knowledge.

Our children, therefore, need learning with understanding, which by definition is learning which can be applied appropriately and imaginatively. Children learn with understanding when they take part in thinking things out for themselves and have ownership of their learning. A teacher cannot give children this learning by direct transmission, but the teaching role is none the less central, active and guiding. It requires teachers to reveal the ideas and skills children already have and to take these as the
starting-points in active learning. The teacher has to help children to develop the process skills (as described in Chapter 5) which will enable them to explore their environment and test out ideas (their own and those of others) so they develop more sophisticated and useful concepts and skills in the ways described in Chapter 6.

Part of the teacher’s role is to monitor children’s progress and to take action where difficulties are being encountered and where challenges are too small. Teachers know what learning they wish to bring about, but the children are the only ones who can do the learning. They must remain in control so that the learning is truly their learning, and the skills and ideas which they develop are ones they will use in their daily lives.

A habit of self-evaluation, such as might develop in the regular use of criteria of the kind proposed here, will help teachers to reflect on their role in children’s learning. It is particularly appropriate in the teaching of science, constituting a scientific approach to the constant seeking for better ways of teaching.

Using these criteria will also help us to remember, in a shrinking world, that science is international and its development in the past has depended upon contributions from many different cultures, and it will do so in the future. In our teaching, and particularly in the written materials we provide, we should reflect these contributions and avoid giving the impression that science is the preserve of certain types of culture.

END